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Asserting our right “…to petition the Government for redress of grievances.”
Amendment 1, U.S. Constitution, Dec. 15, 1791

Towing Vessel Accident
Towboat CHRIS and its tow damage the Judge William Seeber Bridge
New Orleans, Louisiana, May 28, 1993
By 1993, the New Orleans area already experienced more than its share of mishaps with towing vessels
striking local bridges during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. These allisions mostly involved the Lake
Pontchartrain Causeway bridges and disrupted the traffic that used them adding as much as 50 miles of
extra travel.(1) [(1)Refer to NMA Report #R-225-E.]
This allision, that was completely preventable, involved a bridge over the busy Inner Harbor Navigation
Canal, a waiting area for waterway traffic for lockage through the nearby Industrial Locks entering or
leaving the Mississippi River as well as for traffic bound for Lake Pontchartrain. The Judge Seeber bridge
carries vehicular traffic from different parts of New Orleans over the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW)
near the Industrial Locks and is an important industrial and commuter route within the city.
Appendix A of the enclosed NTSB report shows that a number of other towing vessel accidents occurred
during 1993 and 1994. However, replacing the elevated roadway the accident knocked out took several
months, inconvenienced thousands of commuters as well as commercial vehicle traffic, and was a subject
that received daily news coverage throughout the New Orleans area.
Ultimately, this fatal bridge allision was the precursor of the towboat accident that knocked out the
Bayou Canot railroad bridge and killed 47 crew and passengers on the AMTRAK Sunset Limited four
months later.(1) [(1)Refer to NMA Report #R-225-E.]
The two accidents, so similar in many ways that highlighted sheer stupidity of some towing vessel
operators, while close in time and taken together, caused members of the public to bring pressure to bear
upon Congress to force the Coast Guard to take suitable and effective action on the towing vessel industry.
This action is fully examined in NMA Report R-225-E.
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Abstract: On May 28, 1993, a towboat and an empty hopper barge collided with a support pier
of the Judge William Seeber Bridge, which spans the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal in New
Orleans, Louisiana. About 150 feet of the four-lane bridge deck collapsed onto the barge and
into the shallow waters of the canal. Two automobiles fell with the bridge deck. One passenger
died, and two others were seriously injured.

The safety issues discussed in this report include the adequacy of operator perfonnance,
the timeliness of toxicological testing, and the vulnerability of this bridge and of bridges
nationwide to vessel collision and collapse.
As a result of its investigation, the Safety Board issued safety recommendations to the
Federal Highway Administration, the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers,
the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials, and the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New
Orleans.

The National Transportation Safety Board is an independent Federal agency dedicated to promoting aviation, railroad, highway, marine, pipeline, and hazardous materials safety. Established
in 1967, the agency is mandated by Congress through the Independent Safety Board Act of 1974
to investigate transportation accidents, detennine the probable cause of accidents, issue safety
recommendations, study transportation safety issues, and evaluate the safety effectiveness of
government agencies involved in transportation. The Safety Board makes public its actions and
decisions through accident reports, safety studies, special investigation reports, safety recommendations, and statistical reviews.
Infonnation about available publications may be obtained by contacting:
National Transportation Safety Board
Public Inquiries section, RE-51
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW
Washington, D.C. 20594
(202) 382-6735

Safety Board publications may be purchased, by individual copy or by subscription, from:
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
(703) 487-4600
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

About 3:30 p.m. CDT on May 28, 1993, the towboat CHRIS, pushing the empty hopper
barge DM 3021, collided with a support pier of the eastern span of the Judge William Seeber
Bridge in New Orleans, Louisiana. The Judge William Seeber Bridge, known locally as the
Claiborne Avenue bridge, carries Highway Route 39 over the New Orleans Inner Harbor Navigation Canal, known locally as the Industrial Canal. The impact severed bent 21, causing two
approach spans (about 145 feet of bridge deck) and the two-column bent to collapse onto the
barge and into the shallow waters of the canal. Two automobiles carrying three people fell with
the four-lane bridge deck, resulting in one death and serious injuries to the other two people.
As a result of the accident, the canal was closed to navigation traffic for 2 days and the bridge
was closed to vehicle traffic for 2 months.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable causes of the collapse
of the Judge William Seeber Bridge to be (1) the towboat operator's poor judgment in leaving
the wheelhouse of the unsecured towboat unattended and (2) the failure of various responsible
Federal, State, and local government agencies to institute an effective program for assessing and
managing risks to this bridge.
Four safety issues have been identified in this accident: adequacy of operator performance, timeliness of toxicological testing, vulnerability of the Claiborne Avenue bridge to
vessel collision and subsequent collapse, and vulnerability of existing bridges nationwide to
vessel collision and subsequent collapse.
The Safety Board made recommendations on these issues to the Federal Highway
Administration, the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Louisiana
Department of Transportation and Development, the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials, and the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans.
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INVESTIGATION

Following an accident narrative reconstructed from testimony, 1 interviews, and investigations, this report will address the major safety issues that the Safety Board identified in this
case.

The Accident

About 2:00 p.m. on May 28, 1993, the towboat CHRIS departed the Bergeron Marine
ship repair yard in the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway to pick up an empty hopper barge, DM 3021,
at a cement plant near the Florida Avenue wharf. The CHRIS was to move the barge through
the Industrial Canal to the Huey P. Long barge fleet in the lower Mississippi River (figure 1).
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Figure 1. The accident area.

I The Safety Board deposed the CHRIS deckhands, but the tow operator, acting on advice of legal counsel,
refused to talk to Board investigators. U.S. Coast Guard investigators who were on scene shortly after the collapse
of the bridge transcribed a brief statement from the operator.
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Most waterway traffic moving between Lake Ponchartrain or the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway and the Mississippi River transits the Industrial Canal lock, 2 a narrow lock system that
is about 1,250 feet south of the Claiborne Avenue bridge.
Empty, the 35-foot by 195-foot DM 3021 weighs 202 long tons and has a draft of about
18 inches. The CHRIS, a small, conventional twin-engine towboat weighing 83 tons, is typical
of the river vessels that move empty barges through the inland waterways of the United States.
The CHRIS had a three-man operating crew: a licensed operator and two deckhands. The
operator in charge of the tow had 20 years' experience transiting the inland waterways of
Louisiana, including the Industrial Canal. The deckhands, who had been hired by Bergeron
Marine earlier in the week, had not served aboard the CHRIS before, but each had more than
2 years' experience as a deckhand on tow or crew boats. Neither deckhand had worked with the
operator before. The deckhands alternated standing 6-hour watches. When the CHRIS tow left
Florida Avenue wharf, the off-duty deckhand went to the towboat's quarters area, which was
one deck below the wheelhouse.
The off-duty deckhand testified that the operator told him to drain the engine's fuel traps
"on every watch" because they had "picked up some dirty fuel.. .. " According to the on-duty
deckhand, the towboat engine seemed to be "in perfect running order" when it left Bergeron
Marine but "the performance of the [starboard] engine went down" shortly after 2 p.m. while
they were moving the barge toward an area that local mariners refer to as Saucer Marine, 3 where
they were going to stand by for access to the lock. About 2:30 p.m., the operator pushed the
empty barge's bow onto Saucer's bank about 350 feet north of the Claiborne Avenue bridge. The
starboard main engine continued to run rough after the CHRIS tow had pushed in at Saucer.
The operator told the on-duty deckhand to go below and change the primary filter for the
starboard engine. The operator put the throttle in neutral, and the on-duty deckhand went down
to the engine room, where he shut down the starboard engine and changed the primary filter "in
about 5 minutes." While the deckhand was working on the starboard engine, the operator kept
the port engine engaged ahead at one-fourth throttle. The deckhand said that after he had
restarted the engine, "the captain pushed the throttle forward ... to see if the performance was
better. The barge slid up onto the bank a little more, and he told me that he was still having
problems with it... [and that] I needed to change the secondary [filter]."
Meanwhile, another southbound towboat, the A.B. BARR, with an empty tank barge,
pushed in at Saucer Marine about 150 to 200 feet north of the CHRIS. The A.B. BARR's
operator testified that the USACE lockmaster had instructed him to move his tow up "between

2 The Industrial Canal lock is owned and operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). Additional
information on transiting procedures appears later in this report.

3 Saucer Marine, a small marine repair firm, vacated the property in October 1992. The Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans, which owns the bank area, had leased the property to Saucer for the
previous 30 years.
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the bridges [the Florida Avenue and the Claiborne Avenue bridges (figure 2)]." He pushed in
at Saucer Marine because "it is the only place available for tows to wait for the lock." While
he was standing by, he observed propeller wash coming from the CHRIS's stern, indicating that
at least one engine of the CHRIS was engaged.

Figure 2. Area between the bridges. Lines at right indicate Saucer area.
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Aboard the CHRIS, the deckhand said that he had been gone from the bridge about 2 or
3 minutes and was in the process of changing the secondary filter when he was "surprised" to
see the operator come down into the engineroom and announce that "he was going to give me
a hand." While the deckhand was changing the engine's secondary filter, the operator handed
him a ratchet socket. The operator preceded the deckhand when the two of them went to the
galley to wash up. The deckhand said that during the 3-5 minutes the operator was in the
engineroom with him, the port engine was "engaged at low idle speed" and there was "a lot"
of noise in the engineroom.
The A.B. BARR operator said that the wind was gusting 4 while he was standing by at
Saucer Marine. He had been pushed in for 5 to 15 minutes when his barge started to slide a bit
along the bank, but he was able to maintain his position by using his vessel's engines. He was
just sitting there listening to the (VHF) radio when he noticed the CHRIS tow start to slide along
the bank toward the Claiborne Avenue bridge. When the CHRIS's wheel wash did not change,
which would have indicated that the operator was correcting its position, he tried to call him on
the loud hailer (exterior public speaker) and then sounded the A.B. BARR's whistle. He said that
the CHRIS tow swung around until it was parallel to the bank and proceeded toward the bridge
at "less than a knot [nautical mile per hour]. "
Meanwhile, according to the CHRIS's on-duty deckhand, he and the operator arrived at
the galley. The operator, who had just begun to wash his hands, looked out the window and
yelled that the boat was moving. The operator ran out the door and climbed up to the wheelhouse to put the engines in reverse. The deckhand felt "three hard bumps," which he said were
not severe enough to knock him off his feet or to make him steady himself by holding onto
something.
A watchstander on board the USCG cutter WHITE HOLLY, which was docked across
the canal from the Saucer Marine area, near the U.S. Coast Guard Group-New Orleans (USCG
Group NOLA), said that about 3:30 p.m. he heard "a loud rumble towards the bridge and saw
a barge with a push tug drifting toward the bridge near the opposite bank of the Industrial
Canal." He next heard a loud bang that "sounded like a sledge hammer striking a piece of
metal." The bridge began shaking, and a section of it collapsed. He said that he then heard the
tug's engines revving at a high rpm, as if the tug was attempting to back up.
The A.B. BARR's operator said he was "very surprised" when the bridge collapsed
because the CHRIS was moving very slowly and "barely bumped the bridge." He could not see
if anyone was in the pilothouse of the CHRIS at the time.

4 Records from New Orleans Lakefront Airport, which is 1 1/2 miles north of the bridge, show that at 2:51
p.m., winds were 90° at 9 knots; at 3:52 p.m., winds were 90° at 12 knots, with gusts up to 17 knots.
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Board investigators subsequently determined that the barge's headlog,5 which was 111/2
feet above the waterline, had collided with the north column of bent 21 of the Claiborne Avenue
bridge, causing the bent and two spans to collapse (figures 3 and 4).

Postcollision Events

The CHRIS's on-duty deckhand said he went forward on the barge. He found a steel 1beam and pieces of concrete roadway from the bridge on the front of the barge. He also saw
two automobiles: a stationwagon lying upside down on the fallen concrete deck of the bridge,
and a sedan lying on its side in about 3 feet of water. He jumped across the I-beam; climbed
down from the barge; and ran to the closest vehicle, the stationwagon, and found two men
inside, both of whom were conscious. He asked the two men if they were okay. One man complained of chest pains and asked not to be moved. The other man said he was okay but seemed
unable to move.
Simultaneously, the off-duty deckhand ran forward on the barge, climbed down, and
waded over to the sedan. He tried to pull the woman driver out of the water, but she was pinned
in the car. The off-duty deckhand, who had injured his foot while scrambling over the debris
to get to the accident victim, yelled to the on-duty deckhand to help him get her out of the car.
The two deckhands and a witness to the accident pulled the driver from the wreck and carried
her to shore. The off-duty deckhand administered mouth-to-mouth resuscitation but couldn't
revive her.

Emergency Response. --Coast Guard personnel and civilians who had observed the bridge
collapse immediately called 911, the New Orleans Communications Center. Emergency personnel from 10 agencies, including Coast Guard, police, fire, and Emergency Medical Service
responders, were dispatched to the scene within 30 minutes of the bridge collapse. Because of
the proximity of USCG Group NOLA to the accident site, the Coast Guard had search and
rescue (SAR) personnel with emergency medical kits on site shortly after 3:31 p.m. The New
Orleans Police Department established a command post on the center span of the bridge to
coordinate traffic control and SAR efforts. While dive teams searched the Industrial Canal for
possible missing persons, other units cleared traffic and diverted traffic from the Claiborne
Avenue bridge. About 4 p.m., the Coast Guard dispatched two H-65 helicopters from USCG
Airstation New Orleans to aid in the search effort. No other victims were found.

Two Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) units from the New Orleans Health Department were on scene by 3:41 p.m. By 4:14 p.m., the EMT units had departed with the injured
for Chalmette Memorial Hospital in Chalmette, Louisiana, where they arrived at 4:28 p.m.

5 The headlog, a horizontal reinforced steel member at the barge bow, is designed to withstand pressure when
the barge is pushing another barge. The headlog height on DM 3021 was 18 inches.
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•

With no effective pier protection measures to
block its path, the 2a5-ton tow proceeded south
at less than 1 knot until it struck the 14-inchwide steel north column of bent 21 .

•

The barge's 1a-inch-high head log struck the column about 7 feet above the concrete pedestal.

•

,

The lateral impact placed the steel column under combined
bending, shear, and torsional forces, which in turn placed

I
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the north anchor bolt in tension and bent the southwest
corner of the baseplate.
•

As the north baseplate bolt broke, the column reached its
plastic capacity" at the impact point and the south baseplate bolt broke.

•

The north column was bent and severed 5 1/2 feet
above the pedestal.

•

The resulting instability of the structure caused the
bent and the superstructure to collapse.

Impact point
7 feet above
concrete. ,

DM 3021

•

lB'draft

"Plastic capacity is reached when all parts of the cross
section are stressed to the yield point and the section can
resist no additional moment.

Figure 3, Impact sequence.

Figure 4. Barge headlog and bridge debris.
6

NOT TO SCALE

Injuries and Damages .--Table 1
categorizes the injuries sustained in this
accident according to the International Civil
Aviation Organization injury code. 6 The
collision resulted in approximately $2 million
in damage to the bridge and $7 thousand in
damage to barge DM 3021. The towboat
CHRIS was undamaged. As a result of the
accident, the Industrial Canal was closed for
2 days and the Claiborne Avenue bridge was
closed for 2 months.

Type of Injury

Number of Injuries

Fatal

1
2

Serious
Minor
Total

o
3

Table 1. Reported injuries.

Time (p.m.)

Toxicological Testing.--Coast Guard
Group NOLA personnel, who were on scene
within minutes of the bridge collapse, were
involved with the SAR effort. Shortly thereafter, the towboat's operator radioed Bergeron Marine to report the accident, and
Bergeron arranged for toxicological testing at
the industrial clinic at Pendleton Memorial
Methodist Hospital. Figure 5 shows the sequence of events leading up to testing.

3:30
3:31-3:35
3:40-3:45
4:00
5:00
5:05-5:10
6:30

7:30

Coast Guard investigating officers
from the Marine Safety Office (MSO), New
Orleans, arrived aboard the CHRIS about 5
p.m. They observed that the tow operator exhibited "no signs of impairment" and appeared "totally sober." When Bergeron officials arrived, they and the MSO investigators discussed the need to test for both
drugs and alcohol, but neither group addressed who was responsible for collecting
the samples or the urgency to do so. When
Coast Guard investigators released the towboat crew after interviews, the clinic was
closed.

7:30-7:35

7:35-7:40

9:00
10:30
11:00

Towboat and barge strike bridge,
causing it to collapse.
Coast Guard (CG) SAR personnel
arrive at accident site.
Towboat operator reports accident to
his employer, Bergeron Marine.
Bergeron officials arrange for hospital
clinic to perform tests.
CG accident investigators arrive.
Bergeron officials arrive.
Bergeron attorney advises company
officials that he believes CG will take
samples; company cancels tests.
CG investigators release towboat crew
without taking samples.
Recognizing that marine employer
must ensure that samples are taken,
Bergeron officials attempt to contact
clinic, but it is closed. Emergency
room personnel say they will do tests.
Before going to hospital, Bergeron
officials take towboat crewmembers to
office to notify their families.
Bergeron officials and towboat crew
arrive at Pendleton Hospital.
ER staff takes urine samples for drug
testing.
ER staff takes blood samples for alcohol testing.

Figure 5. Tox-testing sequence.

649 Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) 830.2 defines fatal injury as "Any injury which results in death within
30 days of the accident" and serious injury as an injury that "(1) Requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours,
commencing within 7 days from the date the injury was received; (2) results in a fracture of any bone (except
simple fractures of fingers, toes, or nose); (3) causes severe hemorrhages, nerve, muscle, or tendon damage; (4)
involves any internal organ; or (5) involves second or third degree burns, or any burn affecting more than 5 percent
of the body surface."
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Bergeron officials then arranged for emergency room staff to perform the testing and
transported the towboat crew to the hospital by way of the company office, where the crewmembers notified their families of the accident. At the hospital, the emergency room personnel were
unfamiliar with the forms and procedures and had other cases requiring immediate attention.
Consequently, they took urine samples for drug testing about 10:30 p.m. and blood samples for
alcohol about 11 :00 p.m. Laboratory results for alcohol and drugs were negative.

Analysis of Accident Events

Shortly after the on-duty deckhand returned to the engineroom, the operator left the
wheelhouse unattended to go below and help the deckhand change the secondary filter. While
the CHRIS tow was facing the east bank, the operator of the A.B. BARR, which was standing
by on the port side of the CHRIS, said that after a wind gust, his tow started to slip and that he
had to apply his engines to push it back against the bank.
During the 3 to 5 minutes that the operator and the on-duty deckhand of the CHRIS were
below deck, the gusting winds caused the bow of the barge to shift to the right and slide along
the bank. The CHRIS tow, which weighed 285 tons, straightened and headed south toward the
north column of the Claiborne Avenue bridge's bent 21. The barge headlog struck the column's
northerly flange 7 feet above the top of the concrete pedestal. The lateral impact deformed the
column almost 180 degrees and severed it. The resulting instability of the structure caused the
bent and superstructure to collapse.
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SAFETY ISSUES
In the following section, the Safety Board describes factors that it excludes as causal to
the accident and provides findings that support the four safety issues identified in this accident:
adequacy of operator performance, timeliness of toxicological testing, vulnerability of the
Claiborne Avenue bridge to vessel collision and subsequent collapse, and vulnerability of
existing bridges nationwide to vessel collision and subsequent collapse. The Safety Board finds
that many of the problems identified in the Claiborne Avenue bridge accident are common to
waterway bridges nationwide. Therefore, following the development of the first three issues, the
Board will discuss the vulnerability to vessel collision of waterway bridges throughout the United
States.

Exclusions

The Safety Board determines that the Claiborne Avenue bridge did not fail as a result of
any structural problem. The bridge was designed in accordance with the bridge specifications
of the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)7 for
combinations of live load, dead load, and lateral loads from wind and stream velocity. The
Safety Board also finds no evidence of mechanical failure on the CHRIS.
The Safety Board eliminates operator or crew qualifications and operator or crew
impairment as causal factors to the accident. 8 The operator held an appropriate Coast Guard
license and had 20 years' experience handling vessels in the area. The on-duty deckhand had
more than 2 years' experience as a deckhand and had changed fuel filters many times on different vessels.
The Board examined potential sources of crew impairment, such as the amount of sleep
that the operator and on-duty deckhand had obtained and their physical and medical statuses.
The operator had followed his normal duty schedule and had obtained about 9 hours of sleep,
from midnight to 9 a.m., on the eve of the accident. The on-duty deckhand, who was on a 6hours-on/6-hours-off schedule, obtained 12 hours of sleep during the 21 hours before the
accident, including 5 hours before going on duty at noon. He had been awake 3 1/2 hours when
the accident happened. During postaccident interviews, both deckhands said that they had not
felt ill and had not used any medications on the day of the accident; they also stated that they
had not seen the operator take any medication and had not heard him mention that he felt ill. In

7 A private nonprofit organization made up of the Departments of Transportation of the 50 States, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. The U.S. Department of Transportation is an ex-officio member.

8 The Board did not consider the off-duty deckhand's experience and physical and medical status because he
was in his quarters while the CHRIS was pushed into thc bank and whcn thc accidcnt occurrcd.
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addition, the postaccident toxicological samples from the operator and crew, although collected
too late for meaningful results, were negative for both drugs and alcohol.

Adequacy of Operator Performance
Employee Background.--The operator, 46, had worked the area waterways for more than

20 years, transiting the locks hundreds of times. In 1973, he was issued a Coast Guard license
that qualified him to serve as "Operator, Uninspected Towing Vessels on the Great Lakes and
Inland Waters Excepting Waters Subject to Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea." Coast
Guard records revealed no citations for any violations. His Coast Guard license was last renewed
in 1991, at which time he was certified as physically competent for duty. Results of the required
drug test were negative.
The operator joined Bergeron Marine in 1991. According to company officials, his
previous employers had "highly recommended" him and had rated him as a "very good master."
Company officials further stated that during the 2 years he had worked for them, they had
"never experienced any problems" with him and had found him to be extremely reliable. They
characterized him as "serious" and "responsible" in his attitude toward work. During his
employment with Bergeron, the operator traversed the Industrial Canal twice a day on the
average.
Before joining Bergeron Marine in May 1993, the on-duty deckhand, 26, had served as
a deckhand 2 years aboard crewboats and 4 months as a deckhand aboard towboats. As a
deckhand, he was not required to have a Coast Guard license. His duties included servicing the
boat and keeping it clean; making or breaking tow; and minor maintenance, such as changing
the engine filters and ensuring that the engine had oil, that the day tanks had water, and that the
bilge pump and hose were free of water. He stood duty from noon until 6 p.m. and from
midnight until 6 a.m. He stated that he had not worked with the operator or with the other
deckhand before joining Bergeron 2 days before the accident. His preemployment drug
screening, which was performed on May 21, 1993, showed no evidence of substance use.

Unattended Wheelhouse.--Within 4 hours of the accident, the operator gave a short

account of the accident events to Coast Guard investigators, who documented this statement:
"After I saw the hopper barge firm against the bank, I went to the engine room to change the
stbd [starboard] engine fuel filter." He refused to talk to Safety Board investigators, and the
Board can therefore only consider (based on his work history and behavior, circumstances on
the day of the accident, and the deckhands' observations) his possible reasons for leaving the
wheelhouse unattended.
The deckhand testified that he was surprised when the operator joined him in the engineroom "to give me a hand" because changing a fuel filter is a simple, one-man job. The deckhand
said that the configuration of the CHRIS's filters presented no problem to him and that he had
10

changed the filters on the CHRIS the day before the accident. While the deckhand was working
on the filter casing, the operator's only assistance was passing the deckhand a different ratchet
socket at the latter's request.
Because the operator's assistance in changing the filter was not necessary, the Safety
Board considered various reasons, either singly or in combination, for the operator's going to
the engineroom and leaving the wheelhouse unattended:
As operator, he had primary responsibility for the vessel's operation, and he may
have wanted to observe the filter's condition firsthand. Both deckhands testified that fuel
filters are typically changed once a week on a tug. Because the filters had been changed
the day before and because changing the primary filter again did not improve the
engine's performance, the operator may have wanted to observe the engine to determine
whether changing filters was the correct solution. He was unfamiliar with the capabilities
of the new deckhand and may also have gone below to ensure that the deckhand was
performing the task correctly.
The CHRIS operator had probably stood by for the lock at Saucer Marine
numerous times. Repeatedly performing a task without incident can lead to complacency.
Moreover, by the time the operator left the wheelhouse, he had been pushed in for about
an hour without incident. If he had never had a problem in the past and if the barge
seemed securely in place, he may have failed to recognize the risk that he was taking by
leaving the wheelhouse unattended with the engine running and without mooring his tow.
The Safety Board concludes that the operator exercised poor judgment in leaving the
wheelhouse of the unsecured towboat unattended while the tow was in a busy, constricted
waterway. Following its investigation of the accident, the Coast Guard charged the CHRIS
operator with negligence and subsequently suspended his license for 6 months.

Timeliness of Toxicological Testing

The Coast Guard investigators who interviewed the CHRIS operator and his crew aboard
the vessel 1 1/2 hours after the accident noted no signs of impairment. In addition, the
laboratory tests showed no alcohol or drugs in the samples of the operator or his crew.
However, because of the delay in collection, the samples, particularly the blood samples, were
of limited value in determining any possible role of alcohol or drugs in the accident.
Consequently, the Safety Board is obliged to rely on the subjective observations of the Coast
Guard personnel on the scene and to conclude that the use of alcohol or drugs probably was not
a factor in this accident.
To determine whether drugs and alcohol caused or contributed to an accident, toxicological sampling must occur soon after the accident. Alcohol is eliminated from the body at
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a rate of 0.015 percent to 0.018 percent per hour; thus, even a blood alcohol concentration at
the legal intoxication level (0.10 percent) would return to zero in 6 to 7 hours. In this case,
blood samples were obtained 7 to 7 1/2 hours after the accident. The five drugs and/or their
metabolites9 specified in the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR, part 40) are eliminated from
the body slower than alcohol is. Regardless, the body eventually eliminates these drugs as well,
and any delay in obtaining a urine sample may result in a reduction of the level of drugs in the
urine. Consequently, when sampling is delayed, the drug level in the urine may be below the
measurement thresholds established in Federal regulations, although evidence of drug use may
have been present at the time of the accident. Urine samples were obtained 63/4 to 7 hours after
the accident.
The Safety Board concludes that the delay in obtaining samples from the CHRIS operator
and crew was excessive. The accident scene was a canal transecting a city; the crewmembers
were not injured; and Coast Guard personnel, albeit SAR responders, arrived on scene within
minutes. The Safety Board learned that the marine employer, Bergeron Marine, had originally
arranged for sampling to be conducted in a timely manner. Subsequent discussion with Coast
Guard investigators led to the misconception that the Coast Guard would handle the sampling
process, and Bergeron Marine canceled its testing arrangements. Contributing to the delay was
the failure of Coast Guard investigators to stress the timeliness of drug testing.
This accident again points out the need for the Coast Guard to develop improved procedures concerning postaccident sampling for toxicological testing. It is incumbent on the Coast
Guard to provide guidance to employers because the Coast Guard deals with accidents and the
attendant postaccident testing with regularity and should be fully aware of the law. The Coast
Guard lacks guidelines to inform marine employers about the law, to stress the need for
timeliness in testing crewmembers, and to assist the marine employer in accomplishing timely
postaccident sampling. Had Coast Guard personnel made an earlier effort to tell Bergeron
Marine about its responsibility to obtain samples and to make the crew available immediately,
sampling could have been accomplished in time to obtain meaningful results.
In several past marine accident investigations, the Safety Board has addressed the need
for improved postaccident drug and alcohol testing procedures. As a result of the 1992
grounding of the QUEEN ELIZABETH 2, the Safety Board recommended that the Coast Guard:
M-93-24
Provide guidelines to boarding officers investigating marine accidents about
informing marine employers of their responsibility to conduct toxicological testing
and on providing assistance when necessary (such as providing sampling kits and
making arrangements for testing with local approved laboratories).

9
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Marijuana metabolites, cocaine metabolites, opiate metabolites, phencyclidine, amphetamines.

The Coast Guard responded to this recommendation on September 27, 1993, saying that
it concurred and would revise existing marine safety guidelines to provide the recommended
information. Pending publication of the revised guidelines, the Safety Board has classified
Safety Recommendation M-93-24 "Open--Acceptable Response."
The Safety Board believes that in addition to the guidelines recommended in M-93-24,
the Coast Guard should emphasize the time-sensitive nature of sample collection and encourage
the marine employers to fulfill their responsibilities as soon as practicable following the occurrence of a serious marine incident.!O The Safety Board believes the pending guidelines should
include such emphasis; therefore, recommendation M-93-24 has been classified "Closed-Acceptable Action/Superseded [by Safety Recommendation M-94-11, issued with this report]. "

Vulnerability of the Claiborne Avenue Bridge

During its investigation, the Safety Board identified several factors, including heavy
marine traffic, mooring practices, and lack of adequate pier protection, that made the Claiborne
Avenue bridge vulnerable to waterway collisions.

Bridge Background. -- The Claiborne Avenue bridge was opened by the Louisiana
Department of Transportation and Development (LADOTD) in 1957. It carries Louisiana State
Route 39 (Claiborne Avenue), a four-lane major arterial, over the Industrial Canal. The bridge
is 2,418 feet long, and it has multiple simply supported!! approach spans. It has a 360-foot steeltruss vertical-lift span, which is supported by towers on concrete piers. The east tower pier is
protected by a pair of corrugated-sheet pile caissons, one at the north end and one at the south
end. Both tower piers have timber fendering.

The bridge deck that fell comprised the two approach spans east of the tower pier. The
approach span immediately adjacent to the east tower pier is 71 feet 2 inches long and is supported by the tower pier on the west and by a two-column bent (bent 21) on the east. The second
approach span from the east tower pier is 72 feet long and is supported by bent 21 on one end
and by bent 22 on the other end. The bents, which rest on concrete pedestals supported by
wooden piles, consist of 14WF136 steel columns, a 50-inch-deep steel cap, and diagonal crossbracing. Each column is secured to its pedestal with two 1-inch-diameter steel bolts.
During its postaccident investigation, the Safety Board found indications of previous
impact damage to the north caisson and to the timber-fendering system of the Claiborne Avenue
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The definition of serious marine incident can be found in 46 CFR, part 4.03-2.

11 A simply supported span is supported at each end by a single unrestraining bearing or support and is designed
to be unaffected by stress transmission to or from an adjacent span or structure.
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bridge. The Board also found that the bridge's approach piers (bents 21 and 22) were
inadequately protected. USACE and LADOTD records show that the Claiborne Avenue bridge
had three three-pile dolphins forming an arc immediately north of bent 21. No agency had
records showing who installed the dolphins; therefore the Board could not determine if they were
intended to protect the bent or if they were to serve as mooring devices. A 1981 LADOTD
bridge inspection report notes that two of the dolphins "have been hit and are leaning" and that
they should be "checked for breakage and replaced if necessary." However, no records show
that the dolphins were ever repaired. On the day of the accident, the only dolphin still above
water was leaning and was unable to deter the course of the CHRIS tow. The 285-ton tow
traveled over the dolphin and struck bent 21.
Design plans show that when the bridge was opened in 1957, bent 21 was in about 2 feet
of water. While the canal bottom would have blocked deeper draft vessels, such as a loaded
barge or a towboat, the pier was always accessible to an empty barge. However, the Safety
Board identified conditions and practices that apparently had protected the bridge piers from
vessel impact between 1957 and October 1992.

Canal Traffic and USACE Transiting Procedures.--USACE publications refer to New

Orleans as the "hub of the nation's largest inland waterway barge transportation system" and to
the Industrial Canal as "a major link in the U.S. Inland Waterway System." Barges carry all
varieties of bulk cargo to and from the port of New Orleans. The carrying capacity of each
inland barge is about 1,500 tons of cargo, which is equal to 15 railcars or to 50 semitrailers.
North of St. Louis, Missouri, barges usually are moved singly or in groups of 15 to 20 barges
lashed together; south of St. Louis, where the waterway widens, tows can be as large as 40
barges.
USACE, which assumed operation of the Industrial Canal in 1944, has long recognized
that the 75-foot-wide lock is a bottleneck in the waterway. In April 1993, the month before the
accident, USACE records show that lockages 12 at the Industrial Canal lock totaled 997, accommodating the movement of 3,904 vessels. The 1992 statistics for the lock show that lockages
totaled 12,683, accommodating the movement of 48,021 vessels.
In a letter dated November 5, 1993, the Assistant Chief, Operations and Readiness
Division, USACE, stated: "At congested facilities, a series of lockages are taken in one direction
with an equal number taken from the opposite direction to optimize lockage time and reduce
lengthy waiting queues." He described USACE lockage procedures at the Industrial Canal as
follows:
A vessel operator calls the lockmaster via marine radio (channel 14) or telephone
while outside of the Canal. The vessel is placed on a waiting list for lockage,
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A lockage is one passage through a lock or series of locks by one or more vessels.

told the approximate wait time, and [told] to listen to the radio for further
instructions ... As vessels are locking through from the Canal, the lockmaster calls
other vessel operators to move up between the [Florida Avenue and Claiborne
Avenue] bridges, in preparation for the next lockage. As many as four tows may
be called to approach the lock.
A lockmaster with 24 years experience at the Industrial Canal testified that the number
of vessels he would bring up between the bridges "could average from four to eight... vessels
with the barges." He also stated that the waiting time "could be anywhere from 7 hours to as
much as 36, 38 hours." The lockmaster on duty the day of the accident stated that before the
bridge collision, there were "about ten lockages [up to eight vessels each]" waiting on the canal
side of the lock and "ten [lockages] on the other side [the river side of the lock]." He estimated
that the wait for tows at the time of the accident was "maybe 2, 3 hours."
In the November 5, 1993, letter to the Board, USACE stated that before the CHRIS
accident, if the lockmasters were asked by vessel operators where they could stand by, the
lockmasters advised them to "find a safe place" or "to stand by Saucer Marine, as this is the
only area along the canal that is not occupied by privately or publicly owned wharves."

Mooring Practices. -- The Industrial Canal lock was originally owned by the State of

Louisiana and was operated by the Dock Board 13 as the State's agent. In 1944, USACE purchased the lock. As a condition of the sale, the Dock Board granted USACE an easement to the
waterway segment northeast of the lock, designating the waterway section a "U.S. Government
[USACE] Holding Area" for vessels en route from the canal to the Mississippi River.
When the Claiborne Avenue bridge was opened in 1957, Federal Barge Lines occupied
the east bank north of the bridge. After Federal Barge left, Saucer Marine Services, a marine
repair firm, leased an area 1,300 feet long immediately north of the Claiborne Avenue bridge.
As a condition of the lease, the Dock Board required that Saucer Marine "at any and all times
and under any circumstances, permit the mooring alongside lessee's vessels of authorized vessels
scheduled for lockage, for the length of time needed, in the sole judgment of the Lockmaster,
for the completion of the transit of such vessels through the Canal lock. "
A longtime area lockmaster said that while Saucer Marine was in operation, floating
drydocks and numerous barges awaiting repair were always moored at the facility (figure 6). He
stated that operating tows "would tie up to Saucer Marine barges" upon being directed by the

13 Dock Board members are selected by the Governor of Louisiana from a list of nominees compiled by 18
business and civic associations. The Dock Board is charged with the development, operation, and control of the
Port of New Orleans and establishes rules and regulations for the various terminals. About 70 percent of the wharf
frontage is owned by the State of Louisiana and operated by the Dock Board.
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lockrnaster to corne up between the bridges and wait for transit. A table in a 1990 USACE publication, The Port ofNew Orleans, Louisiana, shows that the Saucer Marine area had an offshore
mooring wharf made up of three "spud" 14 barges measuring 140 feet by 24 feet, 261 feet by 37
feet, and 145 feet by 25 feet. The table also notes three timber mooring dolphins in front of the
natural (east) bank of Saucer Marine, close to the Claiborne Avenue bridge. Saucer's equipment
and its practice of mooring barges to be repaired at the south side of its property protected,
intentionally or unintentionally, the piers of the bridge's east approach spans from traffic
transiting the canal.

.

.

\
Galvez Street wharf

Figure 6. USACE composite photo of Saucer Marine operations shows that
its operations provided protection to the piers of the east approach span.

In October 1992, Saucer Marine went out of business and removed the spud-barge wharf
that had served as a mooring facility for operating barges. The lockrnaster and his supervisor,
the Chief Lock Operator, testified in October 1993 that the area immediately north of the
Claiborne Avenue bridge now has "some inadequate pilings that they [vessel operators] tie up
to ... nothing specifically designed to secure a barge or a tow." Furthermore, since 1957, the
water depth near the bank has increased and can accommodate a variety of vessels. Less than

14 A spud is a pipe that is extended vertically through a well, or opening, in one or more comers of a barge in
order to moor the vessel to the river bottom.
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7 months after Saucer removed the equipment that had protected the bridge, the CHRIS tow
struck the inadequately protected north column of bent 21. The Safety Board concludes that the
removal of Saucer Marine's floating equipment apparently caused a de facto increase in the
vulnerability of bents 21 and 22 to vessel collisions.
The area formerly occupied by Saucer Marine is not the only mooring site available to
tow operators. Vessel moorings are also available at the Galvez Street and the Florida Avenue
wharves, both of which are owned and operated by the Dock Board. The Galvez Street wharf,
which is on the Industrial Canal's west bank opposite the Saucer Marine area, has a 35-foot
water depth alongside 2,500 linear feet of pier berthing space. The Florida Avenue wharf, which
is farther north on the canal's west bank and is set back in the turning basin, has a water depth
of 20-30 feet along 550 linear feet of berthing. However, the Dock Board director testified that
towboat operators waiting for the lock prefer to push in at the bank vacated by Saucer Marine
because the Dock Board charges a mooring fee at the Florida Avenue and Galvez wharves.
The Dock Board director explained that at one time it was common practice for some
tows waiting to transit the lock to tie up at the Galvez Avenue wharf. The Dock Board's Director of Marine Operations and Terminal Administration stated that the Dock Board "has always had fees for use of its property...however, under certain administrations, the rules were
relaxed and fees were not charged." He said that when the wharf was repeatedly being damaged
and the Dock Board was not able to determine who was culpable, the Dock Board began
requiring operators wanting to moor at Galvez to file a written application with the Port and to
pay a docking tariff each time they tied up at the wharf. He added, "We have quite a number
[of operators] that don't want to pay it. " Operators who tie up without applying for moorage are
subject to fines from the harbor police.

In order to apply to moor at Galvez, tow operators have to fill out the required forms at
the Dock Board's downtown office, or fax the application from their towboats, or radio their
home companies to fax the application to the Dock Board's office. Thus, in addition to the fee,
mooring at Dock Board facilities is inconvenient. Moreover, the Dock Board has no sign posted
at the cargo wharves advising tow operators of its mooring policy. The Dock Board director
noted that upon being advised of the application and charge for mooring, the operators
"normally... go on the opposite shore [the Saucer Marine area]."
USACE established its current operating procedures--bringing vessels up between the
bridges--based on the availability of no-cost mooring at Saucer Marine. By requiring leaseholders
of the fronting property to provide mooring, the Dock Board established a policy that guaranteed
safe, secure, no-cost mooring for vessel operators standing by to transit the canal. However,
after Saucer vacated the bank area north of the bridge, USACE continued to direct vessels to
this area, and the Dock Board continued to charge mooring fees at its own wharves. As a result,
operators pushed their vessels into the bank. Pushing into a bank where there are no mooring
facilities is not uncommon for tows on the inland waterways. However, without the protection
provided by Saucer's equipment, vessels now had access to bent 21, thus making the bridge
vulnerable to collision. Since the accident, USACE has directed lockmasters not to advise vessel
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operators to stand by at Saucer Marine. Nonetheless, lockmasters still instruct vessel operators
to move up between the bridges and find a safe place to wait. Moreover, lockmasters testified
that they continue to observe barges nosing into the bank of the former Saucer Marine area.
The Safety Board believes that the heavy marine traffic, transiting procedures, and the
change in established mooring conditions at the Industrial Canal put people, vessels, and structures such as bridges at risk. A USACE spokesperson said that because of the bottleneck to
marine traffic presented by the Industrial Canal, USACE has repeatedly recommended construction of a replacement lock. As early as 1960, after years of study, USACE suggested a site near
Violet, Louisiana. The USACE spokesperson said that New Orleans interests strongly opposed
the plan; consequently, USACE initiated additional studies for a larger lock at the Industrial
Canal site. USACE is now recommending that a new lock be constructed north of the Claiborne
Avenue bridge. The proposed lock plans include building large caissons to protect the Claiborne
Avenue bridge's east approach piers. The Board supports the efforts of USACE. The proposed
lock would reduce congestion in a narrow waterway, provide greater protection for the Claiborne
Avenue bridge, improve canal safety, and allow more efficient commerce.
Regardless of USACE's plans for the future, the Safety Board believes that conditions
in the Industrial Canal should be addressed now. Every day, on the average, 38,000 vehicles
cross the bridge while 135 towboats and barges transit the lock. The lock is only 600 feet long,
75 feet wide, and 31 feet deep; thus, it can accommodate at one lockage a maximum of 6 barges
the size of the DM 3021. USACE lockmasters are no longer advising tow operators to stand by
at Saucer Marine, but they are still telling them to bring tows up between the Florida Avenue
and Claiborne Avenue bridges. As a result, tows of 1 to more than 10 barges are standing by
in that major marine thoroughfare for as long as 38 hours. While they are waiting, operators
must ensure that their tows do not impede waterway traffic; therefore, they usually try to tie up
at a mooring facility or push in at an area outside the navigational channel. However, the costfree mooring that was accessible to operating tows for more than 30 years is no longer available,
and the Dock Board wharves closest to the lock are primarily cargo facilities that give low
priority to tows wanting short-term mooring. In addition, the Dock Board's application process
for mooring is complicated and inconvenient. Moreover, the Dock Board's mooring policy is
not posted or publicized, and tow operators unfamiliar with procedures move around the busy
waterway trying to find a safe place to moor. The Safety Board believes that as the agency
responsible for navigation safety, the U.S. Coast Guard should head a cooperative effort with
USACE, the Dock Board, and bridge owners (there are seven bridges over the canal) to review
conditions and practices in the Industrial Canal, identify hazards to the safe transit of vessels
through the canal and lock system, and implement measures to reduce those hazards.

Structural Analysis.--Following the accident, the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) Turner-Fairbanks Highway Research Center performed tests on steel coupons from the
north column of bent 21 and found that the steel meets minimum ASTM 15 strength, ductility, and
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American Standards for Materials Testing.

toughness requirements. The Safety Board Materials Laboratory examined two column pieces,
one cut 2 feet above the breakpoint and the other cut 2 feet below the breakpoint. The Materials
Laboratory also examined two samples from bent 21's north base plate and the four anchor bolts
from the base plates. In August 1993, the Safety Board contracted Production Software, Inc.,!6
to conduct a structural and a dynamic analysis of the Claiborne Avenue bridge.
The Safety Board determines that failure of the bent and superstructure resulted from
column failure due to impact and that the physical condition of other elements in the structure,
including the anchor bolts in each column base plate and the damaged flange, did not contribute
to the collapse. The lateral impact from the 285-ton tow placed the steel section of bent 21's
north column under bending, shear, and torsional forces that placed the north anchor bolt in
tension and bent the southwest corner of the base plate. As the north bolt broke, the column
reached its plastic capacity!? at the impact point, and the south bolt broke. Calculations show that
a lateral impact load of the tow traveling less than 1/2 knot would have collapsed the bent.
The Claiborne Avenue bridge is a nonredundant structure. In the 1950s, when it was
built, bridge engineers customarily did not include redundancy in their designs. When
redundancy is designed into a bridge, the loss of a structural element will not necessarily result
in bridge collapse because loads that were carried by the failed member are redistributed to other
members throughout the structure. In the case of the simply supported spans of the Claiborne
Avenue bridge, each column was a critical member of the structure. When the north column of
bent 21 failed, the loads it carried could not be redirected to the south column.
The Safety Board concludes that the Claiborne Avenue bridge was vulnerable to vessel
collisions because the approach piers were inadequately protected. The design of the structure,
including the simply supported spans and the lack of redundancy in the substructure, made the
bridge vulnerable to collapse.

LADOTD Inspection Policy and Procedures.--The LADOTD inspection policy and

procedures did not identify the vulnerability of the Claiborne Avenue Bridge to vessel collision
and subsequent collapse. The Safety Board examined the LADOTD bridge inspection records
and procedures to determine whether prior vessel impact damage to the bridge piers had been
identified and what remedial action, if any, had been taken.
According to the LADOTD's Bridge Maintenance and Field Operations Division Engineer (bridge maintenance engineer), Louisiana has had a bridge inspection program since the

16 Production Software, Inc., is wholly owned by two University of Maryland engineers: D. Schelling, Ph.D.,
P.E., and C. Fu, Ph.D., P.E., engineers at the University of Maryland.
17 Plastic Capacity: The yield point of a section is reached and the moment is increased until all parts of the
cross section are stressed to the yield point; at this point, the section can resist no additional moment.
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mid-1960s. Current FHWA guidelines, with a few exceptions, require that bridges be inspected
at least once every 2 years. 18
Between 1981 and May 1993, LADOTD bridge inspectors documented damage from
strikes to the structural elements of the bridge, including the north column of bent 21 and two
of the three-pile dolphins. As table 2 shows, most reported hits during the 12-year period were
made by highway vehicles, not vessels. In the CHRIS and CREOLE JANICE accidents, the
bridge tenders did not hear or feel the collisions. The bridge maintenance engineer testified that
tow operators frequently "do not report collisions with bridges."

Date

Location of Damage

Cause of Damage

4/20/82

Superstructure (steel I-beam of north portal)

Garbage truck

7/1/86

North Traffic Barrier

Tractor trailer

9/11/90

Superstructure (lateral bracing of lift span)

Towboat CREOLE JANICE with a
derrick barge (westbound)

12/27/91

Westbound Traffic Barrier

Car

12/21/92

South Traffic Barrier

Tractor trailer

Table 2. Reported Claiborne Avenue bridge accidents.

The LADOTD has nine operating districts. The Claiborne Avenue bridge is in District
2, which covers the seven parish areas from New Orleans to the Gulf of Mexico, including
Bayou La Fourche and Bayou Terrebonne, and portions of the Intracoastal Waterway. The District 2 Bridge Maintenance Office has three two-man teams dedicated to inspecting and maintaining 1,154 bridges, of which 672 are on the State highway system and 482 are on parish or
municipal roads (off-system bridges). Although the district has only 8 percent of the State's
bridges, this 8 percent constitutes 33 percent of the State's total bridge deck area, which district
personnel must maintain. District 2 has numerous long bridges; moreover, it has 32 percent of
the State bridges that span commercially navigable waterways.
According to the bridge maintenance engineer, when LADOTD inspection teams look
at bridges, "Inspectors compare present conditions with like-new, as-built conditions." They are
not going to report "anything other than a condition of deterioration." He testified that the
Claiborne Avenue bridge inspection report "that we have on file .. .is adequate based on the
written guidance and training that the inspectors have.... "

18 Recording and Coding Guide for the Structure Inventory and Appraisal ofthe Nation's Bridges, FHWA, U.S.
Department of Transportation, December 1988.
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The bridge maintenance engineer stated that the LADOTD uses such inspection criteria
as the AASHTO 1983 Manual for the Maintenance Inspection of Bridges and the Department
of Transportation's Bridge Inspector's Training Manual - 1990 (BITM-90). These manuals,
which most States use as reference materials, do not specify that inspectors should examine the
bridge and the area or waterway around it to assess conditions contributing to the vulnerability
of the bridge to vessel collision. For example, BITM-90 provides a systematic way for
inspectors to proceed when examining a bridge. The manual contains sample formats of
inspection forms for inspectors or their agencies to use as checklists to ensure that all important
bridge elements are checked. Chapters dealing with inspecting and evaluating specific features
give general procedures unique to the subject element or area. Under "Inspection and Evaluation
of Substructures," the manual advises the inspector to check the condition of steel pier members
"for corrosion" and "structural damage" caused by marine traffic. The BITM-90 states that the
purposes of an inspection report are to provide guidance for followup inspections, identify
needed maintenance, judge the effectiveness of maintenance activities, serve as a source document for allocating resources, and identify defects that may warrant a new load analysis.
When asked whether LADOTD procedures require inspectors to determine whether
elements of the bridge are vulnerable to vessel collision and should be protected, the bridge
maintenance engineer testified: "We repair what is damaged. We do not enhance what's there."
He stated that the LADOTD receives no Federal funds for maintenance and repair. He added:
"If we know who did it [damaged the bridge], then we bill them for it. The money goes into a
revolving fund that keeps the maintenance system going." He stated that the LADOTD has "a
serious problem when we have major damages and we can't identify who [is culpable]." In the
case of the Claiborne Avenue bridge, although inspection photographs show prior damage to the
substructure and the bridge protection systems, the collisions were never reported; consequently,
the damage caused by marine vessels was not repaired. The bridge maintenance engineer said
that monies spent on parish or local bridge inspections or unrecoverable repairs must be diverted
from other projects. He added that the LADOTD had not changed its inspection and maintenance
procedures as a result of the Claiborne Avenue bridge accident.
The District 2 bridge maintenance engineer testified that if bridge inspectors see something they believe is critical, they are supposed to notify their supervisor and then inform the
maintenance foreman that the repair is needed. If district maintenance crews cannot do the
work, the maintenance foreman is to report the condition to State maintenance headquarters in
Baton Rouge. Headquarters personnel either schedule State crews to perform the repair or bid
the project to independent contractors.
The Safety Board examined inspection reports filed for the years 1975 through 1992 and
found that bridge inspectors had repeatedly documented damage to the fendering system, the
caissons protecting the channel piers, and the dolphins near bent 21 (table 3). The LADOTD
inspection ratings for individual elements range from 9 to 0; 9 means "Item is in new condition
with no maintenance necessary," and 0 means "Item is not performing the function for which
it was intended and requires replacement." As table 3 shows, the Claiborne Avenue bridge
fendering system had been coded "requires maintenance" since 1983.
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Inspectio Fenderin
nType* gRating
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1975

N/A

8

Item is in good condition with no maintenance necessary.

1978

N/A

8

Item is in good condition with no maintenance necessary.

1981

In-depth

8

Item is in good condition with no maintenance necessary.

1983

In-depth

6

Item is perfonning the function for which it is intended, but
requires maintenance.

1985

In-depth

5

Item is still perfonning the function for which it was intended at a minimum level, but requires maintenance.

1986

In-depth

2

Item is not perfonning the function for which it was intended and requires maintenance.

1990

In-depth

2

Item is not perfonning the function for which it was intended and requires maintenance.

1992
(Nov)

Cursory

2

Item is not perfonning the function for which it was intended and requires maintenance.

* The three inspection types are in-depth (every 2 years); supplemental (interim 6 months or 1 year);
cursory (specific damage).
** From 1979 Coding and Recording Guide for the Structure Inventory of the State's Bridges, State of Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Table 3. Inspection rating of Claiborne Avenue bridge fenders, 1975-1992.

For almost a decade, reports submitted by bridge inspectors showed increasing deterioration in the condition of the bridge's protection system. Photos accompanying the inspection
reports showed that the north column and pedestal of bent 21 had sustained damage. Although
this damage did not compromise the structural integrity of the bridge, the condition of the pile
dolphins, the pedestals, and the column should have alerted inspectors, supervisors, and reviewers that the bridge was vulnerable to vessel impact. The LADOTD bridge inspection program
has two levels of review. According to testimony, after a bridge inspector completes a report,
the inspector's district supervisor is supposed to review the report, file one copy at the district
office, and forward additional copies to Baton Rouge. At the State level, a headquarters staff
member is supposed to review the inspection report before the data is entered into the
LADOTD's computerized files.
Furthennore, during the November 1992 inspection, bridge inspectors had the opportunity
to recognize the increased accessibility of waterborne traffic to the bridge. The Safety Board
concludes that although earlier bridge inspections produced evidence of vessel collisions, the
vulnerability of bents 21 and 22 and the importance of adequate pier protection were not
recognized in the inspection review process.
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LADOTD's Postaccident Actions.--In reconstructing the Claiborne Avenue bridge,
the LADOTD protected bent 21 by using the rubble to build an island 35 feet by 45 feet around
the pedestal of the column struck by the CHRIS. The district bridge maintenance engineer
looked at the bridge after the floating construction barge and equipment had been removed and
noticed that barges were pushing into the bank near the bridge and that bent 22 was in water and
vulnerable to vessel collision. The LADOTD subsequently constructed eight lO-pile dolphins (six
on the north side and two on the south side) to protect bents 21 and 22.

District Number
Total Structures

2

3

63

56

5

7

7

5

15

4

58

61

62

Total

7

8

16

20

197

8

........

Survey Questions
Heavy commercial marine traffic

45

13

0

1

11

7

5

11

6

99

Designated navigable channel has protective
fender for bridge.

47

43

0

1

14

0

4

11

18

138

Protective fender system is adequate for
current marine traffic.

42

42

0

4

14

0

4

11

17

134

History of repeated severe marine collision
with fender system (comment if yes).

18

2

0

1

6

0

1

4

2

34

6

4

0

1

2

2

0

3

0

18

Mooring anchorage/fleeting operations near
bridge (comment if yes).

20

2

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

26

Mooring anchorage/fleeting operations pose
danger to bridge substructure (comment if
yes).

17

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

19

Likely/possible/probable for errant vessel to
strike substructure outside of the designated
channel (comment if yes).

43

27

0

3

6

7

0

1

4

91

High priority for improvement to existing
protective system (comment if yes).

10

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

14

History of marine collisions with bridge
structure (comment if yes).

Table 4. LADOTD questionnaire responses.

After the Claiborne Avenue bridge accident, the State bridge maintenance engineer sent
a questionnaire to each of the nine district maintenance engineers, asking them to verify the
number of bridges over navigable water in their districts and to answer nine questions regarding
commercial vessel activity near the bridge and the status of protection for the bridges.
The State bridge maintenance engineer sent the survey results (table 4) to the State
bridge engineer. The latter official advised the Safety Board that in February 1994, the agency
23

sent its bridge design engineers to an FHWA school to familiarize them with the specifications
contained in the AASHTO 1991 Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design ofHighway Bridges (the AASHTO Vessel Collision Guide). The LADOTD Bridge Division
is now evaluating the survey information to determine which bridges should undergo a vulnerability assessment based on these guidelines.
The Safety Board believes that although the LADOTD is moving in the right direction,
the agency should ensure that its assessments for bridge vulnerability to vessel collisions are a
continuing effort. Louisiana currently has almost 15,000 highway bridges. Protective measures
for any bridge structure should not be considered final. Conditions change, and vulnerability
assessment for vessel collisions must be ongoing.

Vulnerability of Bridges Nationwide
Background. -- The problem of bridge vulnerability to vessel collision and subsequent
collapse that the Safety Board identified in the Claiborne Avenue bridge accident is not limited
to Louisiana or to highway bridges. The problem exists nationwide and is compounded not only
by the different types and the number of bridge structures but also by the amount of marine
traffic and the increasing size of vessels plying the waterways of the United States. In the
following section, the Safety Board discusses the scope of the problem, how all waterway
bridges share vulnerability to vessel collision, and various ways they can be protected. The
section also discusses recent developments in protecting new highway bridges and deficiencies
in the provisions for existing bridges. The vulnerability and protection of railroad bridges will
be discussed in a pending accident report on the September 1993 Amtrak derailment at the Big
Bayou Canot Bridge near Mobile, Alabama.

The National Bridge Inventory (NBI) maintained by the FHWA shows that the United
States has 576,000 highway bridges (structures longer than 20 feet). American Railway Engineering Association (AREA)19 records show 130,000 railway bridges (structures 10 feet or
longer). However, not all of these bridges are over water. Coast Guard records show more than
18,000 highway and rail bridges spanning about 26,000 miles of commercially navigable
waterways. Of the 18,000, construction for 10,000, including the Claiborne Avenue Bridge, was
approved by individual Federal permit. The remaining 8,000 bridges were approved for

19 The American Railway Engineering Association comprises engineer and track experts from member companies in the Association of American Railroads.
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construction by general permit (Advance Approval Category)20 or were constructed before bridge
statutes were enacted.
In the inland waterway system, about 15 percenf 1 of the nation's total freight volume is
moved by about 5,300 towboats pushing more than 31,000 barges. Barges and tows plying the
inland waterways have increased in size. USACE statistics show that while the annual cumulative
freight tonnage moved through the Industrial Canal lock increased from 20.6 million tons in
1968 to 23.3 million tons in 1990, the number of "bottoms" (vessels) decreased from 62,604 to
43,061. A larger tow or barge poses a greater threat to bridges because it has less maneuverability, especially near bends or turns in channels, and because it has a greater impact force. A
Coast Guard review of marine safety issues22 observes that "it is common practice for vessels
to use fenders as a guide or tool for maneuvering under the bridge span." During the 12-year
period 1980-1991, the Coast Guard received notifications of 773 reportable 23 tow collisions with
bridges or bridge fendering systems. The Safety Board could not determine the severity of these
collisions.
Since the collapse of the Claiborne Avenue bridge, the Safety Board has been notified
of several other bridge accidents (see appendix A.) Only 4 months later, for example, the Safety
Board investigated a barge/bridge collision that resulted in a catastrophic Amtrak train
derailment. On September 22, 1993, a reliefoperator piloting the towboat MAUVILLA became
disoriented in dense fog and struck the through-girder span and two support piers of a CSX
Transportation, Inc., (CSXT) railroad bridge near Mobile, Alabama. The impact displaced the
span laterally about 38 inches, which placed the girder in the train's path. The lead locomotive
of Amtrak's Sunset Limited hit the girder, collapsed the span, and fell into the Big Bayou Canot.
Of the 210 people aboard the train, 47 suffered fatal injuries and 103 sustained nonfatal injuries.
Each bridge has its own degree of vulnerability, depending on its design and the character
of its crossing. Highway and railway bridges differ in structural mass and grade. Live loads for
railway bridges are generally greater than they are for highway bridges; therefore, a railway
bridge often has more massive piers and shorter spans than a highway bridge. Railroad bridges

20

33 CFR, part 115, states: "Advance Approval Category--The General Bridge Act of 1946 requires approval
of the location and plans of bridges prior to construction (33 U.S.C. 525)." Such approval means that the USCG
"Commandant has given his approval to the location and plans of bridges to be constructed across reaches of waterways navigable in law but not actually navigated other than by logs, log rafts, rowboats, canoes, and small
motorboats. In such cases the clearances provided for high water stages will be considered adequate to meet the
reasonable needs of navigation. "
21

Includes 30 percent of the nation's petroleum and petroleum products and 20 percent of the logs and wood

chips.
22

Review of Marine Safety Issues Related to Uninspected Towing Vessels, USCG, 1993.

23 Since 1979, the Coast Guard has required that any collision resulting in $25,000 or more in damage to the
vessel and/or the bridge be reported.
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often are low and have narrow openings requiring movable spans, whereas highway bridges
generally have higher vertical clearances and wider channel openings. Despite these inherent
differences, both share vulnerability to damage or collapse from vessel collisions.
Protection for bridges can be provided in several ways. New bridges can be built with
large vertical and horizontal clearances. Existing bridges that cannot be replaced can be protected. The likelihood of a vehicle or vessel striking a bridge can be reduced by posting minimum clearance signs. The likelihood of a vessel striking a bridge can be further reduced by
modifying the channel or by adding navigation aids, such as signs, buoys, bridge lighting, and
racon. 24 The likelihood of collapse can be minimized by designing the bridge with superstructure
continuity and substructure redundancy, such as multiple columns, or by protecting the bridge
with traffic barriers/crash walls, islands, caissons, dolphins, and fenders. The likelihood of loss
of life or property can be minimized by a standardized bridge identification system to facilitate
notification and by traffic control devices (activated manually or triggered by sophisticated
alignment or movement detection systems).

Protection for New Bridges.--The Safety Board looked at the various organizations that

affect bridge safety through design, construction, inspection, maintenance, and regulatory oversight. Navigation safety, including bridge permits, rests with the Coast Guard. USACE
maintains navigation channels. The FHWA and the States oversee regulatory requirements addressing highway bridge vulnerability to vessel collisions and design standards for new highway
bridges. Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) regulations for railroad bridges are limited, and
none of them pertain to the bridge structure. Responsibility for railroad bridges rests with the
railroad companies (public and private). No one agency or unit of government is responsible for
the safety of all bridges from vessel collisions. The following section provides a brief overview
of some existing and pending actions and efforts for new and existing highway bridges. Railroad
bridges will be discussed in the pending report on the Amtrak accident near Mobile.
Coast Guard -- The Coast Guard is responsible for issuing construction permits for any
new bridge over a "navigable waterway." This includes approving bridge and causeway plans
and locations, regulating drawbridge operations over navigable waterways, approving bridge
alterations that could affect navigation, and reviewing bridge plans to determine if fendering
systems are needed. The Coast Guard is also responsible for navigation safety in the channels
and ports of the United States, including the provision and maintenance of aids to navigation and
the regulation of vessel traffic, particularly for vessels bearing hazardous cargoes.
The current Coast Guard bridge statutes governing construction of new bridges over
waterways trace their origin to the River and Harbor Act of 1899, which granted the War
Department the authority to regulate bridges over navigable waters. This authority was
transferred to the Coast Guard in 1967, when the Department of Transportation was established.
According to 33 CFR, chapter 1(1), part 114, the bridge laws regarding permits for constructing
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A system where the bridge emits a radar signal.

new waterway bridges "are intended to prevent any interference with navigable waters of the
United States whether by bridges ... or other obstructions to navigation.... " In granting such a
permit, the Coast Guard looks at the bridge design, including protective systems, to ensure that
it "provides the reasonable needs of navigation." The emphasis of the Coast Guard review is
whether the bridge will impede marine traffic. In addition to Federal permits for constructing
bridges over navigable waterways, the CFR authorizes the Coast Guard to approve the location
and plans for bridges in the Advance Approval Category.
USACE -- This major Army command has been responsible for the design, construction,
improvement, and maintenance of the ports and inland waterways in the United States for more
than 150 years. USACE consults the Coast Guard and waterway operators as well as the general
public in planning its projects. USACE maintains the nation's waterways.
FHWA -- The responsibility for the design, construction, and protection of most new
highway bridges rests with the States and the FHWA. The FHWA dispenses Federal funds and
sets design and construction standards in conjunction with the States by adopting AASHTO
standards.
The trend to protect new highway bridges from collapse due to collision has changed
since the 1980 Sunshine Skyway Bridge accident in Tampa Bay, Florida. 25 Before the Sunshine
Skyway Bridge collapse, wooden fender systems were commonly provided throughout the
channel to guide vessels through bridge openings. Although more aggressive protection existed
for some bridges in heavily traveled waterways, generally the protection was for the piers
adjacent to the channel.
On May 9, 1980, the Liberian bulk carrier M/V SUMMIT VENTURE, like the CHRIS
tow, rammed a pier supporting the approach span adjacent to the channel pier. The pier was
destroyed, and 1,297 feet of bridge deck and superstructure fell 150 feet into the bay. A
Greyhound bus, a small pickup truck, and six automobiles also fell into the bay, fatally injuring
35 people. Following its investigation, the Safety Board made several recommendations to the
State of Florida, the Coast Guard, and the FHWA regarding bridge protection systems and their
evaluation of the need for such systems (appendix B).
After a number of marine vessel/bridge accidents in the early 1980s, several studies and
symposiums addressed this growing problem. At a 1983 International Association of Bridge and
Structural Engineers Conference in Copenhagen, participants recognized that the increased size
of ships and the lack of bridge protection measures and standards were a hazard to safety. In
1983, the Marine Board at the National Research Council published a study, Ship Collisions with

25 Marine Accident Report--Ramming of the Sunshine Skyway Bridge by the Liberian Bulk Carrier SUMMIT
VENTURE, Tampa Bay, Florida, May 9, 1980 (NTSB-MAR-81/03)
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Bridges, The Nature of the Accidents, Their Prevention and Mitigation. 26 The Marine Board
study recommended that AASHTO and AREA develop engineering design criteria "for consideration of ship collisions." The study, which focused on ship/bridge collisions in coastal waters
and ports, found that specific criteria were lacking in siting and layout; structural requirements,
including redundancy and ductility; geotechnical evaluation and alternatives; and protective
systems.

In 1985, the LADOTD, in conjunction with the FHWA, published a report, Criteria For:
The Design ofBridge Piers with Respect to Vessel Collision in Louisiana Waterways, which summarized: "The increasing number and severity of catastrophic vessel collisions with bridges
indicate that the design of new [emphasis added] bridges over navigable waterways should take
into consideration the possibility of vessel collision. "
In 1991, AASHTO published the Vessel Collision Guide, and the FHWA has recommended its use for bridge construction. The guide applies to highway bridges over defined navigation channels. It focuses on vessel collisions with piers; however, it also covers superstructure
above-water clearances and vessel impact potential, albeit by ship masts. The guide recommends
classifying bridges as either "critical" or "regular," based on social/survival and security/defense
requirements, to identify bridges that must continue to function after impact from a design
vesselY It also discusses several analytical methods for selecting a design vessel, and it recommends probability-based risk analysis because this method requires the least number of judgment
.
calls on the part of the analyst.
In 1993, AASHTO adopted Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) specifications
for new bridges. The LRFD specifications incorporate the design specifications in the 1991
Vessel Collision Guide. Although the FHWA has not yet incorporated the LRFD into Federal
regulations, in a February 10, 1994, memorandum, it grants: "As an interim measure...temporary approval for the use of the 1993 AASHTO LRFD bridge design specifications
for Federal-aid highway project design." FHWA expects to codify the specifications by 1995.

Protection for Existing Bridges.--The current provisions on identifying the vulnerability
of existing highway bridges to vessel collision are limited. Highway bridges are inspected on a
routine basis. However, no current provisions address an assessment of the bridge and
surrounding conditions as a whole to identify factors that make the structure vulnerable to vessel
collisions.

Coast Guard -- The Coast Guard's purview traditionally has not extended to requiring
retroactive installation of bridge protection and/or warning systems. A Coast Guard permit is
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National Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1983.
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A design vessel having the minimum impact requirement would be an empty drifting barge.

required if an existing bridge is undergoing substantial modification. In addition, the Coast
Guard administers the Truman-Hobbs Act of 1940 (33 CFR 116), which states in part:
Whenever the Commandant of the Coast Guard has good reason to believe that
a railroad or publicly owned highway bridge across any of the navigable waters
of the United States is an unreasonable obstruction to navigation, it shall be his
duty, after giving notice to interested parties, to hold a public hearing at which
the bridge owner, those interested in water navigation, railway and/or highway
traffic, and any other parties in interest shall have full opportunity to offer
evidence and be heard as to whether alterations to the bridge are necessary and,
if so, to what extent.
Under Truman-Hobbs, the only criteria for determining a bridge's eligibility for alteration
or replacement are the structure's location, clearance, and whether altering the bridge would
result in navigational benefits that equal or exceed the cost of alterations. The bridge's structural
integrity and adequacy for land transportation are not factors.
After recent accidents, the Coast Guard determined that it does have authority under the
1972 Ports and Waterways Act to require retroactive installation of bridge protection and
warning systems. 28 However, in its report on marine safety issues, the Coast Guard noted that
its bridge program "does not have adequate resources" to inspect all bridges under its jurisdiction.
The Safety Board is not aware that the Coast Guard had ever exercised its authority to
require retroactive installation of protective measures until it required CSXT to provide navigation lighting at the Big Bayou Canot Bridge following the Amtrak accident. The Safety Board
believes that the Coast Guard should continue to exercise its authority under the Ports and
Waterways Act to require the retrofit of existing bridges after an appropriate risk analysis has
been performed.
In December 1993, the Secretary of Transportation forwarded to the House Committee
on Energy and Commerce a five-point action plan for improving safety on the nation's
transportation system. The goals included better procedures for reporting mishaps and collisions,
for checking the structural integrity of bridges, and for taking action if damage occurs. The
Secretary noted that "some of the actions will require rulemaking or legislation. "
In response, the Coast Guard drafted 19 recommendations to the Commandant related
to marine safety issues. The recommendations related to bridges are as follows:

28

Review of Marine Safety Issues Related to Uninspected Towing Vessels, USCG, 1993.
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Recommendation 11: The Coast Guard should initiate a regulatory project to
amend Title 46 CFR 4.05-1 to require that casualties be reported immediately
after the resulting safety concerns have been addressed. In addition, all unintentional allisions (collisions of a vessel with a stationary object) with bridges or
other structures should be reported.
Recommendation 12: The Coast Guard should initiate a legislative proposal to
amend 46 USC 6103 to increase the maximum civil penalty from $1,000 to
$25,000 for failing to report a marine casualty as defined under 46 CFR 4.05-1.
Recommendation 13: The Coast Guard should initiate a regulatory project to
amend 33 CFR 160.215 to clearly indicate that the required notice of a hazardous
condition includes a condition caused by a vessel or its operation even when the
hazard is not on board the vessel.
Recommendation 14: Each Coast Guard district should conduct a survey of all
bridges under Coast Guard jurisdiction and make a case-by-case determination
regarding the adequacy of existing systems and the requirement for additional
fendering systems, and the requirements, if any, for additional bridge lighting.
Recommendation 16: The Coast Guard should amend the Aids to Navigation
Manual - Administration to specifically address the need to consider approaches
to bridges in the design for aids to navigation systems.
The Safety Board commends the Coast Guard for addressing these issues and believes
that Coast Guard officials should expedite rulemaking efforts where necessary.
FHWA -- The States are responsible for inspecting and maintaining bridges in accordance
with FHWA requirements and AASHTO guidelines. States with bridges that meet the criteria
of the Bridge Rehabilitation and Reconstruction Program can obtain Federal funding for projects.
Bridges updated and repaired under the auspices of this program have to be refurbished in
compliance with current AASHTO standards. FHWA also funds some bridge inspections, sets
standards for bridge inspection programs and inspector qualifications, and provides bridge
inspection training. The FHWA is working with the States to establish bridge management
systems, with emphasis on allocating resources to ensure that the condition of bridges does not
fall below a minimally acceptable level.
The preamble to the 1991 AASHTO Vessel Collision Guide states: "These specifications
are for the design of new bridges and for the evaluation of existing bridges to resist the effect
of collision impacts from merchant vessels." Even so, the Safety Board has found resistance to
using the guide for existing bridges. In fact, many State bridge engineers believe that the guide
cannot be used for existing bridges. The author testified that during the review of the document,
many States were afraid the FHWA would require this analysis for existing bridges. In addition,
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some State bridge engineers claim that they do not have the resources for analyzing existing
bridges.
As a result of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, each State
is now required to develop a Bridge Management System (BMS). 29 Bridge management has its
origin in the establishment of the NBI in the 1970s and the resulting regulatory requirement for
States to inspect their bridges at least every 2 years. 30 FHWA and AASHTO officials anticipate
that development and establishment of bridge management systems nationwide will take more
than 10 years. A BMS consists of formal procedures for analyzing bridge data in order to predict
future bridge conditions, including maintenance and improvement needs; to determine optimal
policies; and to recommend projects and schedules within budget and policy constraints.
In developing a BMS, each State is to establish a computerized database containing
detailed data on each NBI structure in its jurisdiction. According to AASHTO bridge management guidelines, the BMS inventory data should include the bridge's location and its physical
characteristics (including configuration; material; and geometrics, such as deck width and
vertical under- and over-clearances). The guidelines recommend identifying elements that are
important from a structural, user, or cost standpoint. They also recommend specifying the route
"on" or "under" the structure and the traffic volume and mix.
In addition to inventory data, the State computer systems are to include deterioration
models; level-of-service criteria (whether bridges serve essential users, such an emergency
vehicles and school buses); feasible action criteria (maintenance, protection systems, widening,
strengthening, replacement, posting, and closing); State agency costs; and user costs.
The focus of bridge management is to provide a systematic way for State highway administrators to weigh costs against benefits. The AASHTO bridge management guidelines advise:
"It is desirable to include ... bridge characteristics believed to correlate with accidents ... as long
as the data do not slow down the analytic software unacceptably." AASHTO and FHWA
officials recognize that implementation of a BMS will be complex and will require extensive
inter- and intra-agency coordination. They caution State administrators to develop BMS programs
slowly in order to identify and work out problems in the systems. They also observe that
effective computer optimization tools will have to be developed before States can address the
level of detail needed in some risk analysis models. The AASHTO guidelines identify riskanalysis modeling as a potential long-range goal of bridge management after the States have
established their systems.

29 In section 1034, 303(a)(2), the Secretary of Transportation was required to "issue regulations for State
development, establishment, and implementation of a system for managing ...bridges on and off Federal-aid
highways. "
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National Bridge Inspection Standards, 23 CFR 650 (C).
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On May 19, 1993, the Safety Board investigated a collision in which a tractor with a
bulk-cement-tank semitrailer left the paved road of Interstate 65 near Evergreen, Alabama, and
struck a supporting bridge column of an overpass. Two spans collapsed. 31 An automobile and
a tractor-semitrailer then hit the collapsed spans, killing both drivers. The Safety Board concluded that nonredundant bridge design, the proximity of the column bent to the road, and the
lack of protection for the column bent from high-speed heavy-vehicle collision contributed to the
severity of the accident. As a result of this accident, the Safety Board issued the following
recommendations on May 4, 1994:
--to the Federal Highway Administration:
Request States to identify and assess bridges that are vulnerable to collapse from
a high-speed heavy-vehicle collision with their bridge columns and develop and
implement countermeasures to protect the structures. (Class II, Priority Action)
(H-94-5)
In cooperation with the American Association of State Highway Transportation
Officials, ensure that the bridge management program guidelines include
information on evaluating which bridges are vulnerable to high-speed heavyvehicle collision and subsequent collapse. (Class II, Priority Action) (H-94-6)
-- to the American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials:
In cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, ensure that the bridge
management program guidelines include information on evaluating which bridges
are vulnerable to high-speed heavy-vehicle collision and subsequent collapse.
(Class II, Priority Action) (H-94-7)
The status of these recommendations is "Open--Await Response. "

Following the Evergreen, Alabama, (truck-semitrailer/highway bridge) and the Claiborne
Avenue (barge/highway bridge) accidents, the Safety Board queried each of the 50 State bridge
engineers regarding highway vehicle and vessel collisions with bridges (appendix C) to determine
what type of data they maintain in their bridge inventories. Of the 22 responders, 9 States have
begun developing BMS programs. 32 Fourteen States said they could not determine the number
of columns in a pier; only 11 could address such information electronically. In the design of new
bridges over water, 12 answered that they assess the vulnerability of piers to collision and collapse by vessels; 11 said that they assess the vulnerability of spans. Nine of the responders said

Highway Accident Report--Tractor-Semitrailer Collision with Bridge Columns on Interstate 65 near
Evergreen, Alabama, on May 19, 1993 (NTSBIHAR-94/02).
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Arkansas, California, Georgia, Iowa, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Vermont, and Wisconsin.

that they use the 1991 AASHTO Vessel Collision Guide in assessing new structure design. None
of them said that they evaluate the likelihood of vessels striking or causing the collapse of
existing bridge piers or spans.
In light of the recent vessel collision accidents, the Safety Board believes that AASHTO
and the FHWA should broaden the application of risk-assessment and management programs to
existing highway bridges. Such programs should include, among other things, a formal
assessment of the vulnerability of bridges to vessel collision and collapse.

Bridge Vulnerability to Other Extreme Events.--Bridges have traditionally been
designed for large vertical loads (dead and live loads) and relatively smaller lateral loads (wind,
stream velocity, drift, and ice). Therefore, they can be susceptible to damage and collapse from
the lateral loads generated by collisions. The Safety Board has been concerned with lateral-load
design considerations before. On May 26, 1989, a temporary bridge in Miamitown, Ohio,
collapsed because of debris loading during flood conditions. 33 There were two fatalities. As a
result of its investigation, the Board concluded that "current AASHTO specifications do not
provide criteria for calculating combined debris loads in the bridge design process." The Board
made recommendations to FHWA, AASHTO, and the U.S. Geological Survey regarding methods for estimating and analyzing debris loads. This work and the new AASHTO LRFD
specifications will improve the lateral-load design criteria.

Redundancy in the design can reduce a bridge's vulnerability to collapse. Redundancy
in bridge design was discussed in the Safety Board reports on the Schoharie Creek and Evergreen, Alabama, highway bridge accidents. In April 1987, two New York State Thruway bridge
spans collapsed into the rain-swollen Schoharie Creek. 34 Four passenger cars and one tractorsemitrailer plunged into the creek, fatally injuring 10 people. The Safety Board recommended
that the FHWA require States to conduct underwater inspections of all bridges founded on spread
footings for evidence of scour,35 placing priority on bridges with nonredundant designs. In a
September 16, 1988, technical advisory, Scour at Bridges, the FHWA identified "bridges with
nonredundant designs" as most likely to become a stability hazard because of scour.

33 Highway Accident Report--Collapse of the Harrison Road Bridge Spans, Miamitown, Ohio, May 26, 1989
(NTSB/HAR-90/03).
34 Highway Accident Report--Collapse of New York Thruway (1-90) Bridge Over the Schoharie Creek, Near
Amsterdam, New York, April, 5, 1987 (NTSB/HAR-88/02).

35

Scour is the downward erosion of a streambed by the current, especially during floods.
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AASHTO's present highway bridge design guidelines, the 1992 Standard Specifications
for Highway Bridges, recommend load path, structural, or internal redundancy.36 The new 1993
AASHTO LRFD bridge specifications should provide greater redundancy in a structure's design
by reducing stress levels in critical members.
The numerous highway and railroad bridge accidents investigated by the Safety Board
are listed in appendix D. These accidents demonstrate that both rail and highway bridges are
vulnerable to various natural and manmade phenomena. Bridges have been damaged or collapsed
because of scour (Schoharie Creek, New York) and/or debris-loading from flood conditions
(Miamitown, Ohio). Bridges have been damaged or collapsed by strikes from vessels (Sunshine
Skyway Bridge, Tampa, Florida), vehicles (Evergreen, Alabama), and trains (U.S. 176 Highway
Bridge near St. Matthews, South Carolina). In addition, bridges have simply failed because of
deterioration (Silver Bridge in West Virginia and the Mianus River Bridge in Greenwich,
Connecticut). The FHWA has emphasized specific areas of bridge vulnerability to extreme
events--scour, seismic, etc. It was also instrumental in developing the 1991 AASHTO Guide,
which stresses vessel collisions with new highway bridges. However, little emphasis has been
given to addressing bridge vulnerability to vessel collisions with existing bridges.

Risk Assessment.--Although several agencies were involved in the safety of the
Claiborne Avenue Bridge and vessel navigation in the Industrial Canal, the accident still
occurred. These agencies failed to consider, either independently or collectively, the bridge's
vulnerability to vessel collision and subsequent collapse. Vessel collisions, however, constitute
only one of the many threats to bridges nationwide. Most programs designed to evaluate the
vulnerability or risk of existing bridge structures focus on a single event or condition, such as
scour or seismic activity. Even the Bridge Management System does not include sufficient
information on extreme events and conditions that can cause or contribute to bridge vulnerability. Therefore, the Safety Board recognizes the need for a risk-assessment methodology for
determining vulnerability and evaluating consequences posed by extreme events.

Risk assessments may have different objectives, but each assessment has similar characteristics: identifying the potential for a hazardous event, determining the probability that the
event will occur, and assessing the consequences of the event, including loss of life. As early
as 1971, the Safety Board identified the lack of risk concepts in Federal regulations. In a special
study,37 the Board found: "Neither the hazards or risks nor the scope of the consequences to be
countered by the regulations are clearly delineated." The study concluded that "adoption of a
risk-based framework for. .. regulations is necessary, desirable, and feasible and should be developed and implemented without undo delay." The Board made several recommendations to the
Secretary of Transportation to implement risk analysis in future regulations.
36 A bridge has load-path redundancy when it has three or more main load-carrying members. It has structural
redundancy when its design has continuity of load path from span to span. A bridge has internal redundancy when
its members have several elements mechanically fastened together so that multiple load paths form.
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Special Study --Risk Concepts in Dangerous Goods Transportation Regulations, (NTSB-STS-71 /0 1).

Twenty years ago, highway bridge designers in California based their early assessments
primarily on a seismic risk map.38 Each time an earthquake occurs that has different forces,
engineers use the newly gained information to retrofit existing bridges and improve designs for
new bridges. According to the State bridge engineer for California, "Faced with the monumental
task of prioritizing more than 24, 000 bridges in the State for order of seismic retrofit upgrading,
the Department engineering staff developed a risk analysis procedure and adjusted it over 3 years
as more information became available. "39
The Safety Board examined a "safety assurance" program40 developed by New York
bridge engineers. The program identifies probable causes and modes of bridge failures based on
a review of previous failures, imminent failures, and actual closures. Using a rating system
based on such considerations as site and structural characteristics, State engineers can categorize
and rank structures according to their vulnerability to various failure modes. They can also
formulate strategies to reduce or eliminate their vulnerability within short-term and long-term
timeframes .
The New York program evaluates vulnerability to marine vessel collisions by looking at
such factors as barge traffic, accident history, and structural continuity. The program further
categorizes bridges over water according to the type of waterway: nonnavigable, navigable, and
the New York State Canal. Engineers analyze a bridge's vulnerability according to its rank in
each failure mode. Because bridges may be vulnerable to more than one extreme event, the New
York system ranks the significance of each vulnerability. For bridges over water, for example,
they analyze the consequences of collision with a barge or ship. As circumstances change, such
as an increase in barge traffic or the completion of a corrective action, the risk is reevaluated.
The last phase in the New York program is implementing recommended actions for vulnerability
reduction.
The Safety Board concludes that ongoing risk assessment is necessary to protect e~isting
bridges from extreme events and changing conditions; no formal, comprehensive, or effective
risk-assessment program existed in Louisiana at the time of this accident. Such a program could
have determined that changed conditions had made bent 21 of the Claiborne Avenue bridge
vulnerable to vessel collisions and that the structure would be unable to withstand the lateral
loads from a collision.

38 Developed by ESSA/Coast and Geodetic Survey and issued in 1969. The map divides the United States into
zones based on four magnitude categories: no reasonable expectancy of damage, expected minor damage, expected
moderate damage, expected major destruction.
39 Roberts, James E., "Practical Lessons From the Lorna Prieta Earthquake-Highway Bridges"; paper presented
at the AASHTO Bridge Conference, Denver, Colorado, May 1993.

40 Shirole, A.M., "Planning for a Comprehensive Bridge Safety Assurance Program"; paper presented at the
March 1991 Bridge Engineering Conference sponsored by the Transportation Research Board and the FHWA,
Denver, Colorado.
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CONCLUSIONS
Findings

1.

Crewmembers involved in the accident were qualified and experienced and were
not impaired by fatigue or other factors. The towboat did not suffer mechanical
failure. The bridge did not fail from a preexisting structural problem.

2.

The master exercised poor judgment leaving the wheelhouse of the unsecured
towboat unattended, with the engine running and in gear, while the tow was in
a busy, constricted waterway.

3.

The delay in obtaining toxicological samples from the CHRIS operator and crew
was excessive.

4.

The removal of Saucer Marine's floating equipment apparently caused a de facto
increase in the risk of bents 21 and 22 to vessel collisions.

5.

The Claiborne Avenue bridge was vulnerable to vessel collisions because the
approach piers were inadequately protected. The design of the structure, including
simply supported spans and the lack of redundancy in the substructure, made it
vulnerable to collapse.

6.

Although earlier bridge inspections disclosed evidence of previous vessel
collisions, the vulnerability of bents 21 and 22 and the importance of the
condition of the pier protection were not recognized in the inspection review
process.

7.

Ongoing risk assessment is necessary to protect bridges from extreme events and
changing conditions; no formal, comprehensive, or effective risk-assessment
program existed in Louisiana at the time of this accident.

Probable Cause

The National Transportation Safety Board determines the probable causes of the collapse
of the Judge William Seeber Bridge to be (1) the towboat operator's poor judgment in leaving
the wheelhouse of the unsecured towboat unattended and (2) the failure of various responsible
Federal, State, and local government agencies to institute an effective program for assessing and
managing risks to this bridge.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of its investigation of this accident, the National Transportation Safety Board
makes the following recommendations:

--to the Federal Highway Administration:

In cooperation with the American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials, broaden the application of risk-assessment
and management programs to existing highway bridges. Such
programs should include, among other things, a formal assessment
of the vulnerability of bridges to vessel collision and collapse.
(Class II, Priority Action) (H-94-8)

--to the U.S. Coast Guard:
Coordinate a cooperative effort with the United States Army Corps
of Engineers, the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New
Orleans, and bridge owners to review conditions and practices in
the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal, identify hazards to the safe
transit of vessels through the canal and lock system, and
implement measures to reduce those hazards. (Class II, Priority
Action) (M-94-10)
Provide guidelines to boarding officers investigating marine
accidents about informing marine employers of their responsibility
to conduct toxicological testing as soon as practicable following the
occurrence of a serious marine incident and about providing
assistance when necessary (such as furnishing sample collection
kits or making arrangements for laboratory tests). (Class II,
Priority Action) (M-94-11)

--to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers:
Cooperate with the U. S. Coast Guard to review conditions and
practices in the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal, identify hazards
to the safe transit of vessels through the canal and lock system,
and implement measures to reduce those hazards. (Class II,
Priority Action) (M-94-12)
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--to the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development:
Cooperate with the U. S. Coast Guard to review conditions and
practices in the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal, identify hazards
to the safe transit of vessels through the canal and lock system,
and implement measures to reduce those hazards. (Class II,
Priority Action) (M-94-13)

--to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials:
In cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, broaden
the application of risk-assessment and management programs to
existing highway bridges. Such programs should include, among
other things, a formal assessment of the vulnerability of bridges
to vessel collision and collapse. (Class II, Priority Action)
(H-94-9)

--to the Board of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans:
Cooperate with the U. S. Coast Guard to review conditions and
practices in the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal, identify hazards
to the safe transit of vessels through the canal and lock system,
and implement measures to reduce those hazards. (Class II,
Priority Action) (M-94-14)

BY THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
CARL W. VOGT
Chairman
JAMES E. HALL
Vice Chairman
JOHN K. LAUBER
Member
JOHN A. HAMMERSCHMIDT
Member

June 7, 1994
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APPENDIX A
RECENT BRIDGE ACCIDENTS

Since the Claiborne Avenue bridge accident, the Safety Board has been notified of the following
vehicle/vessel collisions with bridges. Those marked with an asterisk indicate major marine accidents
on navigable waters of the United States. Under Safety Board criteria, a major marine accident is one
that results in the loss of six or more lives, the loss of a self-propelled vessel of 100 or more gross
tons, property damage estimated at more than $500,000, or a serious threat from hazardous materials.
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BRIMSTONE with
15 barges in tow

Gateway Western Railway in
Louisiana, MO

Barge was intentionally pivoted on fendering
system; tug hit bridge and displaced span 6
ft; 9 barges broke loose and damaged
another span.

MIV MAUVILLA
with six barges

CSX Transportation, Inc., RR
bridge over the Big Bayou Canot
near Mobile, AL

Barge hit bridge and displaced girder into
path of Amtrak Sunset Limited. Span
collapsed and train derailed. Of the 210
people aboard, 47 suffered fatal injuries and
103 sustained nonfatal injuries.

MIV ZEMINA
ZAMOJSKA

106th Street bridge over the
Calumet River, Chicago, IL

Ship hit bascule bridge and damaged one
leaf ($3 million).

JENNIE DEHMER

Norfolk Southern RR over Fort
Loudon Lake, Knoxville, TN

Steering failure; bridge pier moved 18
inches, track 4 inches; observer called
bridge owner, stopped train 4 miles from
bridge.

12/03/93

MIV BOBBIE C

Davenport, Rock Island, and
Crane on barge hit power lines on RR
Northwestern RR bridge over the bridge.
Mississippi near Davenport, IA

01/05/94

FIV EAGLE

Rt. 77 bridge in Tiverton, RI

Vessel wedged under bridge, resulting in
25-gallon diesel spill.

01/19/94

Construction barge

RR bridge in Bayou Bouef near
Amelia, LA

Empty construction barge hit RR bridge and
moved track 6 inches. Amtrak Sunset
Limited stopped 10 miles away.

01/26/94

Barge S252 carrying
gasoline; empty
barge S60

4th Street bridge over Licking
River; 1-75 bridge over Ohio
River, Covington, KY

Eight barges broke loose from dock during
extreme ice conditions; two barges hit two
separate bridges; no reported damage to
either bridge.

02/21/94

NIDA VICKERS
with 25 barges filled
with rock

I-55 bridge over the Mississippi
River, Memphis, TN

Mechanical problem on tug; tug struck
bridge; no report of damages; bridge
reopened.

*
09/22/93

*

11/04/93

*
12/01/93

*

*
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02/23/94

Highway Bridge at rom 661.72
on Mississippi River, Helena,
Arkansas,

Tow southbound through bridge could not
make tum; hit bridge; two barges sank.

03/11/94

Barge NEW JERSEY 1-76 Bridge over the Schuylkill
River, Philadelphia, PA

Port-side cargo tank struck bridge resulting
in fuel spill of unknown quantity; bridge
inspection by PADOT indicated the bridge's
structural integrity was not affected, but
wooden fendering system was damaged.

03/15/94

MIV RICOHOC with Morgan City RR Bridge,
two barges filled with Atchafalaya River, rom 118, St.
limestone
Mary Parish, LA

Bridge tender determined that there was no
damage to bridge.

03/15/94

T/B RUTH with
barge

1-5 Bridge over Columbia River,
rom 106, Portland, OR

Barge with crane went through the approach
span (alternate barge channel); crane hit
and severed the facia girder of the
superstructure; substantial damage to bridge;
traffic restricted to one of three lanes.

03/24/94

T/B KITTY
KNIGHT HAWK
and T/B SEEKO

Rt. 40 RR (Amtrak) bridge on
Susquehanna River, PA

Bridge inspection indicated the bridge and
fendering system were not structurally
damaged.

03/26/94

FIV KISMET

Middle Thorofare Bridge, Cape
May, NJ

Bridge inspection indicated the bridge was
okay.

03/28/94

MIV ASHLEY with
5 coal barges

Florida Ave. and NorfolkSouthern Bridge, Industrial
Canal, New Orleans, LA

Tow hit and damaged bridge; track
buckled; substantial damage to roadway;
bridge temporarily closed.

03/28/94

8 barges

198 Blair Bend Dr. Bridge over
the Watsbar River, Loudon, TN

8 barges broke loose; 2 struck highway and
RR bridge.

03/29/94

52 barges

Mississippi River in St. Louis,
MO

52 barges broke away from Reidy Barge
Fleet; no bridge accidents.

04/05/94

Tractor Trailer

1-96 at Underwood Road
overpass, Detroit, MI

Truck struck overpass bridge pier; driver
was injured; 1-96 was closed for several
hours.

04/06/94

WENDY L. with 20
loaded barges

Illinois Central RR Bridge over
the Ohio River at rom 977.7,
Cairo, IL

15 barges broke loose after collision; 1 sank
at pier.

04/12/94

Barge T/B WTB 804

N&W RR Bridge at rom 315 on
Ohio River, Kenova, WV

Barge broke loose from fleet and hit bridge;
no damage reported.

05/05/94

MIV ROBERT Y
LOVE

Eads Bridge, St. Louis, MO

Tug struck bridge and ruptured wing tank;
50-gallon fuel spill.

5/19/94

DELORES C

Southern Pacific RR Bridge, rom Tug and 6 barges upbound passed under
85 on Atchafalaya River, Morgan bridge; 2 barges broke loose and floated
City, LA,
back into bridge; significant structural
damage. Operator did not have operator's
license.

*
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T/B ROBERT A.
KYLE with 35
barges

APPENDIX B
SAFETY BOARD BRIDGE PROTECTION RECOMMENDATIONS

Benjamin Harrison Bridge Accident

As a result of its investigation of the ramming of the Benjamin Harrison Bridge by the
SS MARINE FLORIDAN on the James River on February 24, 1977,41 the Safety Board issued
Safety Recommendation H-78-002 to the Federal Highway Administration. The recommendation, the actions taken by the FHWA, and the current status of the recommendation follow:
H-78-002
Work with the U. S. Coast Guard to develop specifications for the
design of dolphins, fenders, and other energy absorption and/or
vessel redirection devices for the protection of both bridge and
vessel during an accidental impact. Issue these design specifications along with guidelines and requirements for the placement of
dolphins, fenders and energy absorption and redirection devices.
The FHWA responded that the Coast Guard had sponsored a study on "The State-of-theArt Bridge Protective Systems and Devices" and that the FHWA had submitted the specifications
developed in this study to AASHTO for consideration as AASHTO specifications.
On December 5, 1984, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation H-78-002
"Closed--Acceptable Action."

Sunshine Skyway Bridge Accident

As a result of its investigation of the ramming of the Sunshine Skyway Bridge by the
Liberian bulk carrier SUMMIT VENTURE in Tampa Bay, Florida, on May 9, 1980,42 the
Safety Board issued Safety Recommendations M-81-15 through -17 to the Coast Guard. The
recommendations, the actions taken by the Coast Guard, and the current status of the
recommendations follow.

41 Marine Accident Report--Ramming of the Benjamin Harrison Bridge by the SS MARINE FLORIDIAN near
Hopewell, Virginia, February 24, 1977 (NTSB-MAR-78/01)
42 Marine Accident Report--Ramming of the Sunshine Skyway Bridge by the Liberian Bulk Carrier SUMMIT
VENTURE, Tampa Bay, Florida, May 9, 1980 (NTSB-MAR-81103)
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M-81-15
In cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, develop
standards for the design, performance, and location of structural
bridge pier protection systems which consider that the impact from
an off-course vessel can occur significantly above as well as below
the water surface.
On April 13, 1987, the Coast Guard responded:
The Coast Guard in cooperation with the FHWA developed a
computer program addressing this recommendation. This program
has been made available to American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) for their use. In addition,
the State of Florida has developed a risk analysis procedure on
which bridge piers to protect [sic].
On September 4, 1987, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M-81-15
"Closed--Acceptable Action."

M-81-16
In cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, conduct
a study to determine which existing bridges over the navigable
waterways of U. S. ports and harbors are not equipped with
adequate structural pier protection.
On September 22, 1981, the Coast Guard responded:
The Coast Guard does not concur with this safety recommendation...We do not have the authority to determine the adequacy of
any structural bridge protection system.
On May 4, 1982, the Safety Board stated:
The Safety Board cannot accept the statement of lack of authority
as a reason for not acting on this recommendation. We would
appreciate a discussion of the Coast Guard's interpretation of
Section 101 (7) of the 1972 Ports and Waterways Safety Act
[PWSA] as applying to the issue of bridge pier protection. We do
not view the Coast Guard's role as administrator of the PWSA and
the Federal bridge permit program as [limiting] highway bridge
protection measures to those involving vessel operations.
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On April 13, 1987, the Coast Guard responded:
The Coast Guard does not concur with this recommendation. As
we stated in our previous response to this recommendation, we do
not have the authority to determine the adequacy of any structural
bridge protection system. Therefore, no further action on this
recommendation is anticipated.
On February 17, 1987, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M-81-16
"Open--Unacceptable Action. " In Marine Accident Report--Ramming ofthe Sidney Lanier Bridge
by the Polish Bulk Carrier ZIEMIA BIALOSTOCKA, Brunswick, Georgia, May 3, 1987
(NTSB/MAR-88/03) , the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M-81-16 "Closed-Unacceptable Action. "

M-81-17
Distribute a copy of the results of the Coast Guard's studies
regarding bridge and pier protection systems to each appropriate
member of the American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials.
On April 13, 1987, the Coast Guard responded:
A criteria for the design of bridge piers for vessel collisions,
which was an outgrowth of previous Coast Guard and FHWA
efforts, was sent to AASHTO members of the subcommittee on
bridges. This was a 1985 agenda item for the subcommittee which
referred the criteria to the AASHTO task committee for load and
load distribution and to the ad hoc committee on pier protection
and design systems. FHWA has also prepared and distributed a
technical advisory on this subject.
On September 4, 1987, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M-81-17
"Closed--Acceptable Action."
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The Safety Board also issued Safety Recommendations M-81-20 through -22 to the
FHWA. The recommendations, the actions taken by FHWA, and the current status of the
recommendations follow:
M-81-20
In cooperation with the U. S. Coast Guard, develop standards for
the design, performance, and location of structural bridge pier
protection systems which consider that the impact from an offcourse vessel can occur significantly above as well as below the
water surface.
On March 5, 1984, the FHWA responded:
Because of the low probability of occurrence of ship-bridge
collisions, the extraordinary costs required to design bridge piers
to withstand the massive forces associated with the impacts of
large ships, and the limited funds available to carry out the
national bridge program, the FHWA and Coast Guard have agreed
that it is usually neither cost-effective nor desirable to design all
water piers in navigable waters to withstand the full impact loads
of modern vessels. Instead, each bridge crossing is being
evaluated on a case-by-case basis and the degree of pier protection
determined for the particular navigational conditions associated
with the crossing. The following guidance has been made available
for this evaluation:
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•

Standards for pier protection systems are currently being
evaluated by AASHTO; a task force has been appointed to
make recommendations as to further actions on use of the
standards.

•

Information on design of bridge piers has been distributed
to all FHWA field offices and State highway agencies (Ship
Collisions with Bridges, prepared by the Marine Board of
the National Research Council) by ...memorandum of
November 30, 1983. This memorandum requests the field
offices to ensure that potential problems of ship-bridge
collisions are being fully addressed on ongoing Federal-aid
projects through the USCG/FHW A coordination procedures
for Coast Guard bridge permits for navigable water
crossings. The Marine Board report noted above discusses
the fact that the impact of an off-course vessel can occur
significantly above as well as below the water line.

While the references noted above provide the bridge designer with
basic information and guidance for evaluating pier protection
systems, engineering judgment will still be required for application
of the guidance to any particular bridge crossing.
On December 5, 1984, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M-81-20
"Closed--Acceptable Action."

M-81-21
In cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard, conduct a study to
determine which existing bridges over the navigable waterways of
U. S. ports and harbors are not equipped with adequate structural
pier protection.

On March 5, 1984, the FHWA responded:
As noted in Safety Recommendation M-81-20, there is no universal standard which can be developed to determine whether a given
pier protection system is or is not adequate. Such evaluations must
be made on a case-by-case basis through the application of
engineering judgment (1) in assessing the risks and consequences
of potential ship-bridge collision impacts and (2) in determining
whether additional protection is cost-effective in improving the
existing conditions.
FHWA anticipated that a study commissioned by the Marine
Board, National Research Council, would address this safety
recommendation. The Committee on Ship Bridge Collisions issued
a final report in November 1983 titled Ship Collisions with
Bridges, and this report did not specifically identify existing
bridges in navigable waters with inadequate structural pier
protection.
FHWA does not have the resources to conduct the requested study;
however, all highway bridges are now being inspected on a regular
basis by the respective highway agencies. The inspection of bridge
piers and fending systems is a part of this overall national bridge
inspection program. [On October 30, 1984, the FHWA issued] a
memorandum to field offices instructing them to be sure that State
inspections of bridges over navigable waters continue to include an
assessment and evaluation of bridge piers and fendering systems
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for structural integrity as provided for in the Bridge Inspector's
Training Manual -70. Section 5-25.
On April 19, 1985, the Safety Board requested the following additional information from
the FHWA:
1.

A detailed description of the inspection criteria to be used
by State highway bridge inspectors.

2.

A discussion of the qualifications of these inspectors.

3.

A discussion of how an evaluation of the overall situation
regarding pier protection is to be made based on the State
inspection.

On July 16, 1985, the FHWA responded:
1.

As noted in earlier responses, there is no universal standard
which can be developed to determine whether a given pier
protection system is needed or whether an existing one is
adequate. Such determination must be made on a case-bycase basis considering the waterway usage. However,
general criteria and procedures can be developed and then
modified for individual State requirements. These criteria
should be developed where appropriate by the individual in
charge of the State's bridge inspection program in conjunction with those responsible for pier protection design.
The bridge inspector, through site inspections, can identify
and provide information on the type, size, location and
condition of pier protection systems. However, in many
instances he will not have sufficient data, training, or
experience to evaluate the adequacy of the system. A
judgment as to adequacy of a system should more appropriately be made by the State bridge engineer, through an
evaluation of the inspection data, in conjunction with other
available information.
A publication listing all bridges over the navigable waters
of the United States is available to the States. This listing
identifies those bridges where pier protection systems must
at least be considered.
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The State of Louisiana has developed a manual titled
Criteria For: The Design of Bridge Piers with respect to
Vessel Collision in Louisiana Waterways. Although specifically prepared for Louisiana, the manual provides in-depth
procedures for analyzing and designing bridges to minimize
vessel collisions. This manual has been distributed to all
States through the AASHTO Highway Subcommittee on
Bridges and Structures and was discussed at the national
meetings held in 1985. The criteria was referred back to a
subcommittee for further review and development for
consideration and later adoption as national standards.
2.

The National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) are very
specific on bridge inspector qualifications. The requirements of a graduate engineer or a combination of experience and training assure that qualified inspectors will obtain
accurate information on the type, size, location, and
condition of any existing pier protection system.

3.

The information provided by the bridge inspector will be
used with other available information on the stream
characteristics, location of channel piers, type and volume
of river traffic, etc. to analyze each site for required pier
protection. Engineering judgment must be used in assessing the risk versus the consequences of bridge pier collisions along with the cost effectiveness in the development
of possible pier protection systems.

In summary, the qualified bridge inspector will provide the needed sitespecific information. This inspection data will be used with other
available State criteria, or with criteria developed by others, to analyze
and develop any needed pier protection systems. Even though national
standards have not yet been adopted, they are under development through
the appropriate AASHTO committee. The Louisiana criteria provided to
each State could serve as an interim guide pending further development
of national criteria.
Status: On November 19, 1985, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M81-21 "Closed--Acceptable Alternate Action."
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M-81-22
Use the results of the study conducted under recommendation M81-21 to advise appropriate bridge authorities of the benefits of
installing additional pier protection systems.
Action: On March 4, 1984, the FHWA responded:
The FHWA proposes under Safety Recommendation M-81-21 to
continue to assess the integrity of pier protection systems through
the national bridge inspection program. The results of each bridge
inspection are provided to the appropriate bridge authorities for
their review and subsequent action to correct identified deficiencies. Therefore, the inspection and review of bridge piers and
fending systems through the national bridge inspection program
will accomplish an ongoing review of the structural integrity of
existing pier protective system. As additional technical information
becomes available concerning the evaluation of pier protection
systems on existing bridges, the FHWA will take appropriate
measures to be sure that it is included, to the extent practical, in
the ongoing National Bridge Inspection Programs.
Federal-aid highway funds may participate in the costs of warranted warning and pier protection systems for bridges on all public
highways if such costs are associated with bridge projects funded
under the Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation
Program.
Status: On April 19, 1985, the Safety Board classified Safety Recommendation M-81-22
"Closed--Acceptable Alternate Action."
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APPENDIX C
HIGHWAY SURVEY AND RESPONSES

Twenty-two States* responded to the Safety Board survey questions shown below. The three
columns at right show the total responses received for the question. NR indicates no response.
>Item

Question

Yes

la

From your bridge inventory, can you determine how many columns are in a pier?

7

14

1

Ib

From your bridge inventory, can you determine whether spans supported by these
piers are simply supported or are continuous over the piers?

12

8

2

Ie

From your bridge inventory, can you determine the distance of piers from the
traveled way (highway over highway)?

11

10

1

2

Can you identify if the pier is behind a guardrail?

4

18

0

3

Can you identify the type of guardrail?

5

17

0

4a

Can you, where the bridge crosses the highway, for the highway below the bridge,
identify the speed limit?

2

19

1

4b

Can you, where the bridge crosses the highway, for the highway below the bridge,
identify the traffic volume?

16

6

0

4c

Can you, where the bridge crosses the highway, for the highway below the bridge,
identify the class of vehicles?

4

17

1

5

Can the information in questions 1 through 4 be accessed electronically?

11

10

1

6a

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge pier collisions by heavy trucks?
(Note: A heavy truck is defined as weighing 26,000 pounds or more.)

0

22

0

6b

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge pier collisions by vessels?

0

21

1

7a

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge pier vulnerability to collapse from
collisions by heavy vehicles?

0

22

0

7b

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge pier vulnerability to collapse from
collisions by vessels?

0

21

1

8a

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge span vulnerability [to] collisions by
heavy vehicles?

0

22

0

8b

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge span vulnerability [to] collisions by
vessels?

0

21

1

9a

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge span vulnerability to collapse from
collisions by heavy vehicles?

0

22

0

9b

Do you evaluate the probability of bridge span vulnerability to collapse from
collisions by vessels?

0

21

1

....

No NR
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,

lOa

Do you assess, in new structure design, the vulnerability of piers to collision and
collapse by heavy trucks?

7

14

1

lOb

Do you assess, in new structure design, the vulnerability of piers to collision and
collapse by vessels?

12

7

3

lla

Do you assess, in new structure design, the vulnerability of spans to collision and
collapse by heavy trucks?

7

14

I

llb

Do you assess, in new structure design, the vulnerability of spans to collision and
collapse by vessels?

11

9

2

12

Do you use the AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway Bridges to assess the vulnerability of piers to collision and
collapse from vessels to evaluate existing structures?

0

21

1

13

Do you use the AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of Highway Bridges to assess the vulnerability of piers to collision and
collapse from vessels to evaluate new structures?

9

11

2

14

Does your State have a bridge management system?

9

13

0

15a

Does your bridge management system enable you to determine bridge vulnerability
to heavy truck or vessel collision and collapse for piers?

0

13

9

15b

Does your bridge management system enable you to determine bridge vulnerability
to heavy truck or vessel collision and collapse for spans?

1

11

10

*The 22 States responding were Alabama, Arkansas, California, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, and
Wyoming.
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APPENDIX D
NTSB BRiDGE ACCiDJEr\lT INVESTIGATIONS

The Safety Board's rail, highw8y, and marine modes have different criteria for accident
investigation. For a railroad accident, these criteria include a passenger or employee fatality or
damage in excess of $150,000. For highway accidents, the Board generally investigates if the
issues involve wide-ranging safety significance: the collapse of a highway bridge structure; a
fatality on a public transportation vehicle, such as an intercity bus; and collisions at grade crossings
between a train and a public transportation vehicle or a hazardous materials vehicle. Under Safety
Board criteria, a major marine accident is one that results in the loss of six or more lives, the loss
of a self-propelled vessel of 100 or more gross tons, propeliy damage estimated at more than
$500,000, or a serious threat from hazardous materials. The following table lists Safety Board
investigations of vehicle/vessel collisions with railroad and highway bridges.
Highway Bridges

:/i

I

n

'.
.~

T

,-

Report No,

Fatalities/Injuries

Accident
TypelColllIl1ents

12/15/67

Silver Bridge; Ohio River, Point Pleasant,
WV; NTSB-HAR-71/01

46/9

Bridge collapses without
impact; 37 vehicles fall.

9/21/72

Chesapeake Bay Bridge & Tunnel; Chesapeake Bay, VA; NTSB-MAR-74/02

0/0

Tug CAROLYN and barge
WEEKS 254 strike bridge.

10/11

AFRICAN NEPTUNE
strikes bridge; 10 vehicles
fall from bridge.

Sidney Lanier Bridge; Brunswick, GA;
11/07/72 NTSB-MAR-74/04

8/01/74

Lake Pontchartrain Causeway; New Orleans, LA; Greensheet issued

3/0

Vessel strikes bridge; 2
vehicles fall from bridge.

2/23/75

Yadkin River Bridge; Siloam, NC;
NTSB-MAR-78/01

4/16

Vehicle strikes bridge; 7
vehicles fall from bridge.

2/24/77

Benjamin Harrison Memorial Bridge;
James River, Hopewell, VA, NTSBMAR-78-/Ol

0/0

MARINE FLORIDIAN
strikes bridge.

5/09/80

Sunshine Skyway Bridge; Tampa Bay, FL;
NTSB-MAR-81-3

35/1

SUMMIT VENTURE strikes
bridge; 8 vehicles fall.

12/04/82

Arkansas State Highway Bridge; mile 22.6
on Arkansas River; NTSB-MAR-83/05

0/0

38 barges break away and
strike bridge.

0/1

Towboat CITY OF GREENVILLE and four-barge tow
strike bridge.

6/28/83

1-95 Highway Bridge; Mianus River,
Greenwich, CT; NTSB-HAR-83/03

3/3

Bridge collapses without
impact; 4 vehicles fall.

7/23/83

Eugene Talmage Memorial Bridge; Savannah, GA; NTSB-MAB-85/02

0/0

ADM WM CALLAGHAN
strikes bridge.

11/23/83

Danzinger Bridge; Industrial Canal, New
Orleans, LA; NTSB-MAR-85-01

0/0

Marine vessel AMPARO
PAOLA strikes bridge.

4/02/83

Poplar Street Bridge; S1. Louis, MO;
NTSB-MAR-83-1O
~~,~
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4/26/84

Poplar Street Bridge; St. Louis, MO;
NTSB-MAR-85/02

0/0

Towboat ERIN MARIE and
12-barge tow strike bridge.

4/24/85

Chickasawbogue Bridge; near Mobile,
AL; NTSB-HAR-86/01

0/1

Bridge collapses without
impact; one vehicle falls.

4/04/87

George Washington Parkway; near Alexandria, VA; NTSB-HAR-87-04-SUM

1165

Bus strikes bridge.

4/05/87

New York State Thruway Bridge;
Scholarie Creek near Amsterdam, NY;
NTSB-HAR-88/02

10/0

Bridge collapses without
impact; 5 vehicles fall.

0/0

Marine vessel ZIEMA
BIALOSTOCKA strikes
bridge.

5/03/87

Sidney Lanier Bridge; Brunswick River,
Brunswick, GA; NTSB-MAR-88/03

8/17188

S.R. 676 Bridge; Pocomoke River,
Pocomoke City, MD; NTSB-HAR-89/04

0/0

Bridge collapses without
impact.

12/23/88

Overpass 1-40 ramp to 1-240; Memphis,
TN; DCA-89-MZ-002

9/0

Vehicle strikes bridge.

4/01189

U.S. 51 Bridge; Hatchie River,
Covington, TN; NTSB-HAR-90/01

8/0

Bridge collapses without
impact; five vehicles fall.

2/0

Waterborne debris strikes
bridge; one vehicle falls.

Harrison Road Bridge; Great Miami River, Miamitown, OH; NTSB-HAR-90/03
U.S. 176 Highway Bridge; near St.
10/23/90
Matthews, SC; DCA-91 FR 001
5/26/89

1/0

Railroad car
two vehicles
Railroad car
two vehicles

strikes bridge;
fall.
strikes bridge;
fall.

11/01190

Summit, MS; CHI 91 FR 004

10/19/92

1-495 NB to 1-270 NB Ramp; Montgomery County, MD

2/0

Vehicle strikes bridge.

5/19/93

County Road 22 over 1-65; Evergreen,
AL; NTSB-HAR-94/02

2/1

Vehicle strikes bridge.

5/28/93

Judge Seeber Bridge; Industrial Canal,
New Orleans, LA; NTSB-HAR-94/03

1/2

Towboat CHRIS and onebarge tow strike bridge; two
cars fall.

Highway bridge totals:
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0/4

137 fatalities/114 injuries/88 vehicles fell from bridges
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CSXT RR Bridge; Calumet River, Chica5/06/88
go,IL; NTSB-MAR-89/05
CSXT RR Bridge; Shepardsville, KY;
11/19/91
Brief - file 416
Bangor and Aroostook RR Bridge; Grind1/13/92
stone, ME; Brief - file 429
CSXT Big Bayou Canot RR Bridge; near
9/22/93 Mobile, AL; report pending

Fatalities/Injuries
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0/0

M/V PONTOKRATIS
strikes bridge.

0/0

Vehicle strikes bridge; 13
RR cars fall from bridge.

0/0

Vehicle strikes bridge; 11
RR cars fall from bridge.

47/103

M/V MAUVILLA tow
strikes bridge; 5 RR cars fall
from bridge.

Railroad bridge totals: 184 fatalities/217 injuries/1l7 vehicles fell from bridges

*U.S. G.P.O.:1994-300-644:80045
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